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norita is not dead!"' shouted the Mexican gi;rl. "Th.e re is the diamond dagger, a~d
·
tried to use ·it i$ .dead ·; at the bottom of the stream!" Young Wild
West knelt M Arietta's side and .felt her pulse.
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ng Wild West and the Diamond Dagge
-OR-

TffE MEXICAN GIRL'S REVENGE
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPT ER

I.

West, known throughout the far West as t he P rince
Saddle and Champion Deadshot.
·
THE H OLD-UP OF THE TRAI N .
The other boy was his staunch friend and chum, Ji
Dart, who was a ver y apt pupil of his, and eve·r r eady
ng in March a few 'years ago, when the Atchi- r isk his life-i n his beha lf .
& Sa n ta Fe Railroad was hot nearly as well
The man of the party was a trifle over six feet t all ratli
it is now , a special car couple t? t~e rear of a slim of build and straight as an arrow.
'
being whirled a long over the Joltmg roadbed
IJis complexion was rather dark and the long black hair
e p ass known a s Death Divide, some fifty miles and droopmg mµstache of the same color gave him a dis~lilr-s...,rt Craig.
.
.
.
t inguishing appearance.
ecia l car was not one of the sort that 1s now m
This v;as Cheyenne Charli~, the famous government scout
famous railroad., but was divided into two parts,
Indian fighter a nd a fnend, tried and true of Young
ssengers and their baggage and the other for and
Wild West.
'
The three w~re partners in traveling about the West, and
car t hat had been built for the use of the super- also
m the g·old and silver mining business. All
ut could be hired by travelers, providing they were partners
very wealt hy, and their interests exteru:led over several
to pay the price demanded.
.
States and Territories.
articular night a party of seven were m t he
art of the car, and they were taking things a & They "".ere now on _their way _to a ·mining region near the
border of New Mexico · and Anzona, and they intended to
as passengers could.
ing and jolt ing as the train swung around bends stop at Fort Craig,. where their ca r would be $idetracked
down inclines did not seem to Vyorry them in remain in until morning- a nd then strike out on horseback
for their destination.
was over an hou r late , and in ten min utes would
The young ladies with them consisted of Arietta Mu rort Craig.
.
dock, a pr etty golden-haired g ir l of seventeen, who was th.e
were yet half a hundred miles to be covered be sweetheart of ' Young Wild West ; Eloise Gardner, a rather
lace would be reached . and th e engineer waf delicate girl cf the brun ette type, who was about the sa111e
·rocomotive go at t he highest speed he could ge-: 1.ge, the sweetheart of Jim Dart , and Anna, the wife of
:::heycnne Cha rlie.
'
I
' of seve, in the r ear car of tbe tr;i.in were cer · The seven~h _of the pa rty, the Chinaman, was H op Wa h
r s' riking in their g enera l appear ance. and on< '. he t r ied and trusted servant of Young Wild West and Jin:
s members would have satisfied 1he casual ob- Da r t . He was a typ ical son ' of the Flowery Kingdom both
they were fu ll-fled ged Westerners.
in dress and acti ons, but could speak and understand' Engung ladies, two boys, a man of pel'l1aps thirt~ lish well enough to get along.
man was what the pa r ty cons ·s' ed of.
-Young Wild West very often took the girls along on hilf •
. t he boys had reached · the a ge of t wenty-one; trips t o· different pa r ts of the West, for, though t hey usua ll
of them wore a wealth or ches,nut ha ir bangin[ · g·ot; mixed up in all sorts of thr illing adventures, they .en
shoulders and the ot her had his cut short.
joyed it.
-·
werr attired in fancy hu ntin v.-Rui '.s of buckskin and
They
all
kn
ew
how
to
handle
fir
earms,
and
it
was
e silk shir '.;s with scarlet neckties, while belts con- kno,vn fact tha t Arietta Murdock could ride and shoot aa
e weapons usually c~rried by scouts of the plaim,-.ell a s the average plainsman, and possessed about as much
t Ute,r supple waists.
judgment and coolness.
•
ith the long hair was certainly very handsome_
In the other part of the car were their horses, with two
both in face a nd figure.
addit iona l ones to carry their camping outfit.
He was one of the sort t hat an honest person . would
The special car had been boarded at a station called La
take to immediately a nd have a desire to become acqt\ainted Junta, Colorado, and since that time they had been taking
With him. I
1
thin gs quite easy.
But an evil-doer would have been apt to shun him, for
"This. are p utty ;fast rii:lin', I r eckon," observed Cheyenne
t her e .was something in h is look that betokened that he was Charlie, :.s he looked out of the window and strove to pierce
one of the sor t who &Iways championed the cause of those the inky da rkness ou~s- de. "If ther blamed old thh;\,S~ was
who were in the r ight an d was ever ready to mete ou t pun- to run off ther t rack I guess we'd git it good an.• ' hard.
ishment to those who were deservi n g of it.
Hello! What's that mean?"
'l'his handsome and dashing young fellow was Young Wild
The sharp whistle for "down brakes !" sounded, followed
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1
almost instantly by a grinding and jarring that shook ~he 1 he knew the robbers would fire through the windows the mo- ·car so they wer~ forced to hold on to keep from bemg ment they recoyered themselves.
I "They won't do much shootin' anyhow" said. Cheyenne
thrown from their seats.
"She's gone an' run off ther track_, by ginger!" exclaimed Charlie, "for here's three shooter~ on tJ,1e/ floor, an' you've
the scout. "I thought we was gom' altogether too fast. got two Wild."
"Yes' but one of them has a revolver and there may be
Why, a horse couldn't keep up with us!"
'
"No, the train has not run off the track," said Young mo1·e of them out there."
Young Wild West did not attempt to leave the car and go
Wild West. "Something is wrong, and we are going to
into the next one.
stop."
"Somethin's wrong, hey? Well, I reckon we'd better have; If the girls had not been with them he might have done
so, but just now he was going to stay there and protq
our shooters ready, then."
them.
"We might need them, y-0u can't tell."
There was quite a confusion in the adjoining car .l>l" the
"Well, mine are always ready," spoke up Jim Dart.
"Mine, too, I reckon," nodded Chaxlie, "as more than one sounds, and this tald plainly that there were more of the
robbers, and that they were going through it, relievin
measly coyote has found out to his sorrer."
passengers of their money and valuables.
The train was now slowing do>vn steadily.
Our hero stood where he could see what was goin
Pretty soon it was at a standstill.
Pretty soon a brakeman came out on the plat V,
Young Wild West hastened to the door at the forward
started to uncouple the car from tl·e train.
end of the car.
Young Wild West threw open the door.
But before he could get his hand on tr,e knob' i t flew
"Stop that!" he cried. "If you uncouple the c r, l
open and a masked man entered. a revolver in either hand!
shoot you!"
He was followed in quick succession by two more.
"Oh!" groanecj the brakeman. "First I'm
"Hands up!" he exclaimed. "You've just got to pay toll,
and that's all the're is· to it, ladies and gentlemen. I'm shot if I don't do it, an' then I'm told I'll get
he Wicked Wasp, and when things don't go just as I want What am I going to do?"
"Come in the car here!"
hem to I'm apt to sting!"
The man obeyed, and as he did so a shot
The train robbers had appeared so suddenly that for the
the other car.
pace of a second our friends were astounde,l.
But he was not hit, luckily, and Wild slammed · the door
But Young_ Wild West quickly recovered hin1self, and,
oking at the spokesman of the robbers steadily, he said: to and watched for the villain who had fired the shct t~
"Take ft easy, gentlemen; don't get in a hurry. There appear.
He showed up the very next minute.
no one here who wants to be stung by a wasp, I am quite
He opened the door of the adjoining car and came out
tain. But, sir, we have already paid our fare, so you
on the platform, firing as he came.
ed not expect to collect any toll from us!"
Then Wild West let a shot go at him.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the leader of the masked trio;
He never missed his mai-k when he fired, an
ou are hat I call a pretty cool one, boy. \Vhat is your
the robber.
.
me, ple e?"
Suddenly some lixely shooting was heard from
"ld West."
"Yi)qpg
end of the train, and then they suddenly sta
gave a start.
Th -Yill
"I reckon ther measly ccyotes has gvt ther w
erful deadshot of the Black Eil!s, eh?"
"Thew
remarked the scout, smiling grimly.
"Th s 1 .e, Mr. Wasp."
"lt looks that way," our hero answered. "It was
"WeH, just fork over what money and valuables you have,
or the Wicked Wasp will sting you, and he'll sting you nervy hold-up that gang made, but I guess the Wick<!d Wl
. got a trifle more than he bargained for this ti~"
.
hard, too!"
Some shots 1·ang out from the outside as the
Our l'ero did not so much as cast a glance behind him,
headway, and thoug-h several bullets came througn
but he knew his two partners could be depended upon.
As quick as a flash he lowered his head, and butted the dows, they all went high and no one was hit.
i
As soon as the robbers were left behind, Youn
masked villain the stomach. at the same ti1110--throwing up
started through the train to learn the result of
his hands and catching him by the wris ts.
There were only three passenger coaches on t
Crack!
One of the revolvers was discharged, but the bullet merely the rather few passengers in them had been reli
the rather few passengers in them had been reli
went through the roof of the car.
Then down went the Wicked W-asp, the wind knocked out tackled the express car.
of him.
Tlre suddenness of the action so disconcerted the other two
CHAPTER II.
masked robbers that before they knew it they were covered
by Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart.
THE DIAMOND DAGGER.
"Drop them shooters, you measly coyotes!" cried the scout.
"Drbp 'em, or down you go!"
The conductor and express messeJV;er told
One of them obeyed instantly, but the other made a move
West all they knew about the robbe1"y.
to fire a shot at Jim Dart.
The engineer had stopped because he saw a :=tanter
But Wild was just close enough to him to prevent it.
'. '* 'I
on the track.
, A quick blow and the shooter went flying from his hand.
While he had been of the opinion- that there ~ ~ ·
The young deadshot now stood over the fallen leader of
t
the trio, both of the revolvers he had taken from the villain there awaiting to rob the train, he had not dare ~
·
risk of keeping on.
in his hands.
Ii
There were seven men in the gang, he had
"I guess we don't pay any toll this night!" the boy said,
• with a laugh. "Why don't you go ahead and do your sting- ductor. Two of them sprang into the cab and held
at the head of the fireman and himself, two en
ing?"
One of the men made a backward leap and got to the plat- first passenger car and three had run back and bo
special car.
form of the car.
While they were at their work some of the p
.
Cra~!
who were armed had gathered in the express car,
He jerked another shooter from his belt and fired.
passengers they
The bullet just grazed the head of our hero, and then-- the villains got through with the
made them leave the tra
It was the scout's weapon that spoke this time, and ,the a warm reception and
· "Well," said Wild, "I guess if there were seven df them
villain staggered back and fell-from the platform.
five now. One of ,my partners
"Throw them out, Charlie!" cried Wild, and then he at the start there are only was
compelled to shoot one my.
and I
stooped and seized the Wicked Wasp in his powerful grasp dropped one of them,
self. I am sorry for those who lost their money and waiches
and hustled him out of the car.
helped, I suppose. ~he scoundrel~
The scout hit the other a blow on the head with the butt and rings, but it can't bearound
where they will be _caught.
are not likely to remain
of his revolver and grabbed him.
He went back into his own car, and as he came m CheyIn just three seconds · the villains had been tossed from
enne Charlie held up something before him and exclaimed:
the car to the hard, stony ground below.
"What do you think of that?"
".Kee_p your heads down, girls!" our hero called out, for
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"Why, it is a danger!" cried our hero, "and the hilt is
studded with diamonds, as I live!"
' "That's right, Wild. I picked it up right after you went
out of the car. It must have belonged to ther measly co}<ote
what called himself ther Wicked Wasp, for it was on the
floor right where he fell when you butted him in ther stomach."
"Well, we shall have something to remember him by,
then," and Wild took the weapon in his hand.
Tl)e dagger was ce1·tainly a very costly one, and looked to
be of Spanish or Mexican make . .
· The diamonds alone must have been worth a thousand
dollars.
" I g uess the .Wicked Wasp did not want to lose that very
much," the dashing young deadshot observed. "It is worth
considerable. Here, .Charlie, I suppose it belongs , to you,
since you found it."
"I don't want it, Wild. You keep it. It was you who
ha4 ~er scrimmage with ther measly coyote; you keep it till
hei ~es after it."
"All right, then. Well, if he does come after it I rather
think he'll get more than he bargains for. I have met such
{"t!lows as he before."
Nothing further happened, and the train reached Fort
Craig civer an hour and a half late.
The special car was switched off on the siding, the porter
came in• and made up the berths and then our friends were
• left to themselves.
As it ·was nearly eleven, Young Wild West concluded to
·stay right in the car until morning, so they all turned in.
The next morning the horses were taken out of the car
and given a chance to stretch themselves, while all qut the
Chinaman went over to the only hotel the town boasted of
ordered breakfast.
e big blockhouse that was called the fort sat off to the
of _the li_ttle frontier town, a:nd in t hose days it looked
r unposmg.
It. had been erected when the course of civilization first
pi;irsued its way westward, and many a hard fight had been
d on the grounds surrounding it.
en
.did not take our fr.iends many minutes to realize that
opulation of the place was made up of more Mexican
sers and Indians than it was of whites.
llegiment of cavalry was stationed at the blockhouse,
d it not been for them there would not have been
e,rder there.
it was, the town had more than its usual quota of
oes and tough-looking characters.
.it the proprietor of the hotel was a Mexican, but he
was a respectable-looking man and very polite to his guests.
They ~11 15erved with a very nice breakfast a nd were not
overcharged for it.
1
Af't...,•Makfast Wild, Charlie and Jim left the girls at
and went over to the depot to load the packthe hq
et ready to proceed on their journey.
1!.orses
· ake them all of two days to get t o their destinaeverything went well on the way, so they were
, e
nxio?ibe off.
· Wh ~ y got to the car they found half a dozen roughows tantalizing- the Chinaman, wh<l( was watchking
the horses as they nibbled the grass that ms so plenti'
right ·there.
op Wah had not offered to resent the treatment he was
tting at their hands, but when he saw Wild and his. parters coming a sudden change came over him.
"Lookee ou t !" he cried to a big, lanky fellow, as a lump
Of dirt narrowly missed his head. "Me givee lickee allee
. samee Melican man putty quick!"
"What!" and the fellow started f or him in a bullying way.
"You giTe 1J)e a lickin'? Why, you yaller galoot, I'lf break
you in a dozen pieces if you don't -look out!"
Hop jumped out of his way and drew a revolver from an
inner pocket of the loose garment he wore in lieu of a
coat.
"Me shootee if you don't stoppee !" he cried.
At this an Indian half-breed whipped out a big six-shooter
and leveled it at the Chinaman.
"Drop that gun!" he shouted. "I'll fill yer with lead if
you don't!"
Whether the gang saw our friends approaching or not it
was hard to tell. But, at a_n y rate, they paid no attention to
them.

t
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Young Wild West bounded forward like a shot and
knocked the revolver from the half-breed's hand.
"You just stand back and mind your own business ,! " he
cried. "Hop, if that fellow keeps on bothering you let him
have a bullet !"
The gang of loafers looked at the boy in amazement.
He ·walked right among them in such a cool way after
he knocked the pistol to the ground that they could scarcely
believe their eyes.
Charlie and Jim also stepped up among them.
"Git away from here, you measly coyotes!" cried the scout,
who felt just like having a scrimmage with them. "Move
.
back,1 or I'll chuck some of yer in ther ditch!"
There was a ditch running along by the railroad track
and there was about a foot of water in it.
The loafers refused to move, so with a quick grab Charlie '
!
got the nearest one and lifted him off his feet.
A sudden rush and the fellow went flying into the ditch.
Splash!
The dirty water flew in every direction as he struck, and
some of his companions were sprinkled copiously.
. The big, lanky fellow, who had been tormenting the Chinaman, seemed to be a sort of leader of the crowd, for he now·
drew a revolver and exclaimed:
"I'm gofo' to let lead fly, strangers! Look out fur yourselves!"
Crack!
Young Wild West's revolver spoke and he had repeated
the trick he had performed so many times.
Hi s bullet grazed the hand of the rascal and he . dropped
his shooter as though it had been a piece of red-hot iron.
"The fil'st man who touches his shooter will drop!" he
said, looking around coolly and smilin~ at them. "l mean
w·hat I say, you cowardly loafers! Just be off about rour
business now!"
.
Crack!
He fired and hit the heel of one of their boots and the
fellow leaped into the air as though he had received an. elec•
·
tric shock.
Then they got away without any further ado, the fellow
the ditch being the last one to move.
in
who had been tossed
Then Cheyenne Charlie let out a whoop and shot at hi~
heels.
"Ow-wow!" yelled the man. "Don't shoot no more! I'll
be good! I won't bother yer no more!"
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed _the scout. "What a fi~e gang you
fellers is! Why, there am't one of yer what km fight fast
enough to keep yourselves warm on a frosty mornin' ! Scoot,
you measly coyotes! Scoot!"
Again he fired, hitting another man on the heel of his
boot.
It was, really fun for Charlie, and he would have kept on
firing at them if Wild had not stopped him.
Just then five horsemen, who had halted near by t o watch
what was taking place, came over _to our friends.
By the appearance of their steeds they had been riding
a long distance, for they were covered with foam and almost
winded.
They were all attired in a semi-Mexican garb and were
well armed.
One of them was a decidedly handsome man of something
under forty, who evidently had a tinge of Mexican blood in
his veins.
"Strangers," said he, in a smooth and easy voice, "you
certainly made that crowd of loafers break and run. We
were watching you from the road over there. It · always
does me good to see a thing like that done."
It occurred to Wild instantly that -he had heard that voice
before, but he could not place the speaker just then .
"Well, they were shoving our Chinaman just a little too
hard, so we thought we had better interfere," he answered.
"And you did right, too. You were pretty nervy t o tackle
such a big gang as that, though."
"Well, it never makes any difference to me how big the
gang is," said our hero. "I can always tell whether a man
is a coward or not the minute I lay eyes on him. I put
those fellows down for just what they were, and .then I
sailed into them. My partner here thought one of them
needed a ducking, so he promptly gave it to him."
"And he did the thing up brown, too."
While he was talking to him Wild looked the man over
from head to foot.
One thing he noticed was that he had an empty sheath
his belt, a_n d that it looked as thou2:h it was rather valuable. •

to/
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It was of fancy leather and attached to the belt with a
chain that looked as though it might be solid gold.
The point of the sheath was also tipped with the same
metal, and there was a band around tile top of it.
As our hero looked at it he was struck with the thought
that the diamond dagger he had in his possession would just
·
about fit in that sheath.
Then it suddenly flashed upon him whe1·e lie had heard
the voice before.
"Great Scott!" he thought. "If that isn't the Wicked
1
Wasp I am very much mistaken!"
But he did not betray his feelings by word or look.
He concluded to wait.
The more he thought that the fellow was 1he leader of
the train robbers the more he became convinced that such
was the fact.
There were just five of them, too; and, according to the
engineer's story, that was just the number that had got
away, since two of them had gone under. ·
"Do you belong a1·ound here?" and the stranger cast a
look at the horses of our friends.
"No," answered Wild. "We are strangers here."
"Ah, I see! \Vell, we are not exactly strangers here; we
'get around this way occasionally, don't we, boys?"
His four companions nodded.
After two or three more commonplace remarks the five
rode over to the hotel and dismounted, turning their horses
over to the stableman.
Wild told his two partners of his suspicions.
"Ginger!" exclaimed the scout; "I'll bet you're right.
Come tq think of it, that feller's voice does sound like ther
way that robber talked last night!"
"As sure as you live it does!" echoed Jim.
"Well, that means that we have got to be on the lookout
for them, then," remarked our hero. "They quite nat 1rally
must have it in for us. But just let the Wicked Wasp, as
he calls himself, bother with me! He'll find that I am
pretty wide-awake, I think."
"He found that out last night," declared Jim.
They were helping Hop Wah to load the pack-ho1·ses now,
and in a few minutes the task was accomplished.
Then they mounted their horses, and, leading those of the
·
girls, rode over to the hot el.
It was a splendid sorrel stallion that Young Wild West
rode.
He had named the steed Spitfire, and many a tight place
had the· sorrel got him out of by his marvelous speed and
endurance.
The other horses were the best that could be procured in
the whole West, so they were very finely equipped, indeed.
As they halted in front of tlie hotel tli.e girl promptly
came out, ready to mount and ride off. .
"We will have to wait until Hop gets his breakfast,"
.
·
said Wild.
"Oh!" exclaimed Arietta. "We forgot about him. Why,
of course he must have hi's breakfast. We have had ours."
"That is right, miss! I like to see a young lady of a sympathetic nature."
It was the handsome leader of the horsemen who had
been talking to Wild a few minutes before. He had come
out unobserved, and when he spoke it was the first knowlenge they had of his p1eseuce.

CHAPTER III.
ELOISE AND THE RATTLESNAKE.

The face of Young Wild West flushed as he looked at
the_ man, who stood with his hat in his hand and smiling at
Anetta.
"I ~on't_ know as a:n,y on_e asked you for your opinion,"
he.. sa1d, ~1s face flushmg with anger, in spite of himself.
Compliments are. all the_ better when they come unexpectedly, my dear sn·," rephed the man gazing steadily at
the boy. "Are you one of the jealoi:s ;ort who can't bear
to have a man look at their sweethearts?':
. "No, I am not ~ne of that sort," answered Wild, his oldtime coolness commg back to him. "If you would like to
know what sol't ~f fellow I am, I don't mind telling you. I
am one who believes that a low-down scoundrel-a train

robber, at that-is not a fit person to address a ny lady of
my aquaintance. Is that plain enough for you, Mr. Wicked
Wasp?"
It would be difficult to describe the variety of shades
that came over the man's face as the words were leaving
Wild's mouth.
If ever a man was taken ,aback it was he.
. But he was nothing if not cool.
Though our friends knew it cost him a great effort to
do it, he forced a smile of contempt to draw about his lip s.
"That is a rather mean thing for you to do, I consider,"
he said, his dark eyes gazing at our hero st eadily. "I am
no scoundrel! Neither am I a train robber. I don't· know
what you mean by making such a remark, but I do k now
that I am going to have satisfaction, unless you a re too
cowardly to fight me!"
.-Young Wild West laughed at t his.
His suspicions were not the least bit shaken by the manner in which the fellow acted.
He was doing a good bit of act ing, that was all. .
"You can have all the satisfaction you want," W.ild. re- •
torted. "Just name the way you want to get it, and be
quick about it, or I may take a notion to cut your hair for
you and trim off your ears a bit."
"It is for you to name the way our dispute shall be s ~
tied. You are the challenged party, I believe."
.
A sudden thought came in our hero's head.
He had wrapped the diamond dagger in a piece of buck·
skin and carried it in his hip-pocket.
Keeping an eye on the man so he would not be able to •
get the drop on him, he reached around and drew the fancy
weapon from his pocket.
He quickly unrolled the buckskin and then held the
weapon by its point.
"If you have got one like that we will have a duel with
diamond daggers," he said, coolly.
Then it was that the insulter of Arietta lost a ll his c~posure.
He started as though he had been shot, a nd, reaching
out his hand, exclaimed:
"That is mine! Give it to me!"
"Ah!" said Wild. "I was certain that it was ·yours. That
is why I showed it to you. Now you are willing t o ~ i t
that you are the villain who called himself the Wicked W. p
last night on the train?"
•
"I don't know what you are talking about. My n
is Thod Tyrrel, and I am known around here by sufflcie'bt
people to prove that I am a gentleman in · every sense of
e
the word. I don't know who you are, but I t hink yo
ne.
'llaking a mistake in acting this way. That dagger 1s
It was stolen from me a week ago in Santa Fe. If y wjl
re.turn it to me I am willing to make an apology to you
if you think it necessary, and we will let the matter drop.
I assure you, though, that I can prove that t he dagger is
minP."
"Then you don't want satisfaction?" said Wild, with just
·
•
the vestige of a sneer.
"I am not a coward, please bear that in mind."
"No, I don't think you are exactly what might
a coward; but it is for you to say whether we shall figh or
not. I am ready this very minute to meet you V!Qth any
so1t of a weapon you can suggest; or, if it would atit you
better, I will undertake to give you a thrashing .with t.. ,_.,.
weapons that nature has provided me with."
"You are a very cool young fellow, and I beli&Te y
mean every word you say. But before we go any f urth
just let me prove that the diamond-studded dagger you
have there is mine. Will you do that?"
"Yes," answered our hero.
There was nothing else that he could do just then:
Though he was Jirmly convinced that the man was the .
Wicked Wasp, he could not prove it, and so he would have
to give up the dagger to hun, or else make himself Jook
dishonest in the eyes of those who knew it was i he property
.
of Thod Tyrrel, as he called himself.
Young Wild \;l,{est foll owed Tyne! inside the bar-room of
the hotel.
"Landlord, have you ever seen me before?" asked the
man, as he faced the proprietor.
"Yes, senor, more than twen'ty times," was the reply.
"You know what I always carried he're?" and he touched
the gold-mounted sheath.
"Yes, senor, I have seen the dagger you carry t her e."
"Is that it?" and he pointed t o t he weapon, which Wild
still held in his hand.
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"Yes, that is the dagger."
"Good! Now, will you please call your daughter?"
"Yes, Senor 'fyrrel; come this way.''
"You, too," said Tyrrel, turning to Wild. "I want you
to be thoroughly convinced that the dagger is my property.
It is doubtless the only one of its kind in the world, so
there can be no mistal<e about it."
"All right," answered the young deadshot. "If it is yours
I want you to have it."
.
They wa lked into an adjoining room and theri the landlord called his daughter from above.
In a couple of minutes -a very pretty Mexican girl appeared.
·
H er e;yes lig hted with pleasure when she saw Tyrrel, and
our hero quickly r ealized that she ,vas in love with him.
"Ah, my pretty Anita!" and the villain took her hand
and kis:;ed it. "I have lost my diamond dagger, my pretty
one."
'
··Oh; no !". cried the girl, as her eyes suddenly rested on
the weapon in ·W ild's hand. "There it is! You have not
lost it."
''But I <lid lose it, a nd this young man found it. He
• wanted me to prove that it wac; mine before he gave it to
~-:kA...,,,._ ,me. It is mine, Anita, is it not?"
1
"Thi' J agger is Senor Tyrrel's; there can be no mistake
about it," said the girl, using excellent English.
She even reached for the dagger and our hero let her
take it.
"I am satisfied," he remarked. "But I want to tell you
something! That dagger was dropped by the leader of a
gang of masked men who hel d up the train fifty miles above
here last night. I picked it up , and when I met the man
it belonged to a little while ago I recognized his voice as
belonging to the robber. I seldom make a mistake!"
With that he turned on his heel and walked out into tJ1e
public room.
The landlord came out, but Tyrrel did not offer to follow
him.
"Well," said our hero to Charlie and Jim, who had followed him into the bar-room, "I have lost the diamond
dagger. But I have an idea that I will get hold of it
again." .
He told them all about what the Mexican girl had said,
hey agreed witlf him that it was pr oper to give the
n up under the circumstances.
The four men who ha d come with Thod Tyrrel were in an
~ oining room eating their breakfa st.
,ridently t heir leader had told them to go ahead and
or they might have come to the conclusion that there
oing to be no duel, and decided to appease their ap1
. without being told.
·
ild a sked wher e th e Chinaman was and learned that
,vas al so a t breakJ"ast .
ey were soon out of sight of all civilization.
ough it was ~larch, the air of that portion of New
o was balmy and warm.
· &Un ,,·as quite hot, too, and they felt it not a little
y pul'sucd their way over the roug h mountain road.
was hi_gh noon when they came to a halt in a shady
ve of pmes, where the much-needed stream of water
icy were looki ng for was fo und.
The ·noonday meal ·was cooked and eaten, and then they
took it ,,a f:V for half an hour.
They, had st arted lots of game on the way, but had not
bothe1 d to shoot much of it.
.Jom '7 Wild West wa s one of the kind who did not bert'eve in the n eedl ess slaug hter of birds and animals.
fi-e was a <lea<lshot a nd al ways could bring down anything
he fired at, but he never sh ot . anything just for the fun of
it.
Sometimes he would be com pell ed to kill a bear or some
other savage a nimal in order to save himself but then it
was all righ.,t.
'
·
1t was j1:st befcre they were ready to mount that Eloise
caught sight of a peculia r br ight colored flower that she
wanted.
It was growi ng but a few yards from the camp and a~
she ~et out t o get it she found that there were mo;e of thE
same kind a lit tle fa rther away.
Eloise r eached the bush the fl ower was on, · and was jus~
~bout to pluck it. when an ominous rattle sounded near her.
"..'':.c ;:.:-, i.:new what it was.
There wa3 a rat tl es nake s01:iey:l1ere near her, and if she
niov · she might step on it!

She remained perfectly still, her cheeks blanched with
terror.
It was a lucky thing that Young Wild West happened to
look that way just then.
_He saw that. something was the matter with the girl, and,
w1thout a word, he started toward her.
Whir-rut-tut-tut-t-t-t-t!
Wild heard the rattle now.
His quick ears told him exactly where it came from, too,
and he drew his revolver.
The next moment he saw the snake.
It was coiled under a bush, not more than four or five
feet from the spot Eloise was standing upon!
Crack!
The sharp report of the revolver rang out and the snake
was writhing in the throes of death.

CHAPTER IV.
JUAN, THE PEON.

Young Wild West had shot the head off the rattler!
He was fully a dozen\ fe~t from it when he fired, too.
As the shot sounded Anetta and the rest of our frienda
turn~d an_d saw what happened.
Wild picked up the reptile by the tail as soon as
could get to it.
Eloise was too frightened to say anything right away
Artetta got to her side as she found the use of her tongue.
. "Oh, I am so glad Wild saw the snake!" she said. "I believe I would have stepped right upon it if I had attempted
to move.
"Well, never mind," laughed our hero. "I happened tc
be looking, and .I made short work of the rattler. So long
as anything worse than a ratler don't frighten you, Eloise
you will be all right."
'
"Yes, but suppose it had bit me?" the girl asked.
"You mustn't suppose in this case. You did as you
have often been told to do in such a case-you stood perfectly still until the snake was located."
"I know that. But I didn't locate it."
To Wild, Charlie and Jim a rattler was nothing much
to come acroas.
But to a iirl like Eloise it was a different thing.
.
Though slie had seen them before, this was the first time
she ~ad ever got so close to a live one unknowingly.
Artetta and Anna soon laughed her fears away, and then
they all mounted and started again for their destination.
The place Young Wild West was heading for was called
Big Flats.
.
·
It had lately developed into quite a gold-bearing region,
and our hero had bought a tract of land there a short time
previous for a nominal sum.
·
He wanted to see if it was worth wo1·king, and hence the
trip there was planned.
Neithei· he nor his partners had ever been to that part
of the Territory before, but they were pretty well acquainted
with the mountains of New Mexico, for all that.
Big Flat was ri~ht at the border line of Arizona in one
of the wildest portions of the great Southwest.
But the wilder and the more dangerous the country, the
better Young Wild West liked it.
They kept on steadily that afternoon, and just before
sunset were lucky enough to find a good place to camp overnight.
"We're in ther land of ther Apaches, I reckon," remarked
Cheyenne Charlie. "But as they don't happen to be
ther waPpath jest now, it ain't likely we'll run across any
'em."
"'
"You can't tell, though," spokl;! Ji m. "We have o
come across Indians on the warpath when we thought t
were at peace with the whites.''
"Yes, I know. An Injun can't never be d:)pendcd
that's right.''
.
"Don't talk about th,, redskinc; unt il wn r ~ · h"
Wild, with a laugh. "There are other thine s to tliinl'.
besides redskins, you know.''
·'Talkee 'bout (supper," suggested Hop Wah.
~'A good idea!' exclaimed our hero. "Get a move on
and get the stuff off the backs of the ho1·ses. T1 1
can help along with the supper."
The Chinaman did get a lively move on him.
ln ten minutes the horses were picketed where they coul
0
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:get plenty of nutritious grass and then a fire was·kindled.
The girls were not idle, either.
They did most of the cooking when away on trips of this
· ,sort, and they understood it quite well.
: It was not long before the fragrant aroma of coffee was
borne on the breeze, and then the odor of broiling venison
'added to it in such a way that a hungry mortal to have
1
come along at that moment would have been tormented with
a desire to eat and drink.
While the girls were cooking the supper Hop erected the
tl;)nt they occupied at night, Wild directing him.
It was not much of a job to do this, so he soon accomplished it.
Supper was barely over with when it began to grow
dark.
"Put the fire out," said our hero. "We don't need it, and
tllere is no use in showing the light it would make. While
there is no chance of us being bothered, there is no telling
w);iat might happen."
So the fire was extinguished.
It was decided that they should divide themselves in
tt!ree watches.
• Jim was to take the first three hours, Charlie the second
and jVild the last.
All were pretty well tired out from their long ride in the
train, ·so they turned in, with the exception of Jim.
The boy had not been on guard more than an hour when
he heard unmistakable sounds made by approaching hoofs.
Instantly he was all attention.
.
He knew they were far enough from the mountain trail
and there was sufficient bushes around so they would not be
apt to be seen by any one passing, so he remained perfectly
still and did not wake his companions.
Nearer came the hoofbeats.
A single horseman was approaching from the way they
had come.
Jim moved noiselessly to the edge of the trail.
Then he waited.
The approaching horse had now come down to a walk, but
in three or four seconds it came in sight.
It was starlight, so Jim could readily distinguish the form
of a man seated on the horse.
·
Just as he was opposite to the place the boy was standing,
the horseman brought li'is steed to a halt.
Then he said something in Spanish and proceeded to fumble about in his pockets.
Jim could not tell what he was doing, but a minute later,
when he struck a match, he saw that he had been rolling a
cigarette.
. And the light from the match showed him that the rider
was a Mexican.
Just then the horse took a notion to head straight for the
camp of our friend.
The man did not stop him, but let him go on until he had
lighted the cigarette to his full satisfaction.
By that time the horse detected the presence of others and
uttered a whinny.
The whinny was answered instantly by one of the packhoraes.
The Mexican gave an exclamation in Spanish and then
called out in English:
"Hello!"
"Hello!" answered Jim, stepping out in front of his horse.
"Where are you going ? "
'
"Excuse me, senor; me losea my way."
"ls th.lt so? Where are you heading for?"
"Me goa to Big Flats to looka for work."
Jim sized him up and saw that he was very stout and lazyle.oking.
.
A peon was what such as he were called in that part of the
country. They hire out as servants and manage to spend the
igg~st part ?f their time smoking, sleeping and singing or
ymg a guitar.
This fellow had his guitar with him, too, as Dart could
ow see.
It was swung over his shoulder, and as he puffed away on
is Hgarette he pulled it around.
.. "Letta me stay with youa aTJ.d me playa and sing."
"Never mind playing and singing," answered the boy. "J3ut
you are welcome to bunk in here en your blanket if you want
to. I will run the chances of you doing any harm."
"Thanka, senor."
T peon slid from the back of the little horse with wonderful quickness for such as he.

!
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Then he tied the lariat that hung over the high saddlehorn around the animal'i; neck and took off the saddle and
bridle.
The fellow seemed to be delighted at having received the
privilege of stopping there, and he was very careful to tie his
horse so it could not interfere with those of our friend.
Jim watched him with no little inte:i;est.
He made so little noise that it was doubtful if any of
those who had retired heard him.
In a very few minutes the Mexican bade the boy goodnight, and, wrapping himself in his blanket, lay down close
to a tree.
He was soon sound as~eep, showing that he had the utmost
confidence in the strangers.
Nothing further happened. to break the monotony of Dart's
watch.
~
When his three hours were up he roused the. scout, and
after telling him about the arrival of the Mexican, he went
to sleep.
Charlie sized the snoring Mexican up and came to the conclusion that he 'was harmless, and then he put in his three
hours.
Then it came Wild's turn.
But he, too, had nothing to bother him, and daylight at
length arrived.
All hands were up and s.tirring, while the peon slumbered
on as peacefully as though he was in a snug bed in his own
home.
Hop Wah grinned cheerfully when he saw him.
"Sleepee allee samee Ike," said he, referrin~ to a lazy
darky in Weston, who was in the employ of Wild.
"That's right, you heathen," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie.
"I reckon you'd better wake him up."
"How me wakee?"
"Kick him! Step on him! Any way will do."
"Me play music."
"All right; do that, then."
Hop picked up the guitar, which was covered with a portion of the Mexican's blanket.
Then he began strumming on it.
But that did not rouse the sleeping man.
"Sing a little, Hop," advised Jim Da1t.
Hop did not need to be told twice.
In a high falsetto voice he started up one of the
his native land.
That did the business.
The Mexican awoke with a start and placed his hand on
the knife that was in his belt as though to defend himllelf
from an attack.
Cheyenne Charlie broke into a laugh, and the rest could
not help joining in.
"Whata matter?" cried the peon, getting upon his feet and
looking at the Chinaman in surprise.
·
"Me play an' sing allee samee gleaser," answered Hop
then he started on the second verse.
Then the d·azed man backed away and got behind a
"That will do, Hop," said Wild. "The fellow will h
fit if you don't stop. Quit, now!''
"Me no gettee good startee yet."
"Well, never mind. You are only making us lose our ap
tites for breakfast. Stop, I say!"
Hop ceased.
Walking over, he handed the guitar to the owner.
"You play an' me havee fit allee Eamee yaller doggee with
him tail cuttee off," he exclaimed, putting on a serious look.
Jim called the Mexican to come over to them.
"What is your name?" he asked.
"Juan," was the reply, as he looked at Hop suspiciously.
"Where did you come from?"
"Forta Craig."
"When did you leave the:re ?"
"Disa mornin'. Me seea youa go; den five more men go
after youa.
•
"Me noa like five men, so me go around deir camp lasta
night, an' mea finda youa."
Wild was very much interested when he heard this.
"Do you know the five men you passed?" he queried.
The peon shook his head.
Then he said he had only been in the town a couple of
clavf:, and that he did not know any one there.
He had tried to find employment on a plantation at Santa
Luca, a small town about fifty miles to the east of the fort,
and when he found he could not get any work there, he
decided to go to the Big Flats mines .

..
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"Guessee Hop Wah is bossee, allee samee!" observQd the
Mongolian, as he got up and looked around with an air of
' .
triumph.
The Mexican's nose was bleeding, and, without a word,
he went to the brook and washed it.
He came back just as Hop had fixed up a tin plate of
.
food for himself and was pouring out his coffee.
Then Senor Juan quietly took the seat and started in to
,
eat.
Hop was so mad that he would have thrown the coffeepot at him if Jim Dart had not prevented him.
"Let him alone, Hop," he said. "There's plenty more,
grub."
"But me no fixee for him."
"That's all right. · Wait till you get a chance to play
trick on him and get square."
"Allee light!" and Hop began to look wise.
The breakfast was finally over with and all hands h
.
fully satisfied their hunger.
The peon assisted the. Chinaman to wash up the tin
dishes and cups, and no objections were raised.
It was not long before they were ready to resume their
'
journey.
Wild figured on getting to Big Flats some time late ,in
the afternoon.
He told Juan, the Mexican, that he
them if he wished.
"Mea glad!" was the reply. "l\>lea be
canos."
CHAPTER V.
"An' a friend to ther Chinaman, too, I reckon," spoke
·
~
the scout.
THE MEXICAN GIRL.
·
"Mea noa like Chinee," was the truthful reply.
"Chinaman no Iikee glcascr!" called out Hop, in a s'
en ther "·ere ready t() sit down to their breakfast the
song voice .
n asked if he could wait on them.
"Well. just keep still about it, t -1e pair of you," said
• u ly when anything like that was done Hop Wah
hero. "We don't want any more quarrelling, so please
did it.
"He not that in mind."
"Gleaser allee samee fool!" he exclaimed.
They rode along at a rrctty good gait all the mo
knowf'e enough to blo,v hot soupee!"
Tl'lii; expression he had picked up somewhere, a nd he an<l nothing happened to put them back the least bit.
Wilrl, since he had hPard from the peon that five ho
thought it a good chance to work it in here.
ti 1 J t ·
d b J•
l ., b
The eon grinned and nodded.
ecn passe · Y 11 m, y;as on ie 00 rnu 111
He ad washed himself and now looked in presentable men lau almost
continually.
directions
shape, so no one said anyfQing when he began to as::ist.
He felt quite cC'rtain that the man " ·ho owned the di
·rhe Chinaman also startea in to wait on them.
"This is what I call mond daggn· and his associates werf' following- them.
"By ginger!" exclaimed the scout.
That \Vicked Wasp, otherwise Thod Tyrrel, was vc>r
all ther luxuries of a first-class hotel. Ther waiters can't
bitter ·against him he knew only too well, and from , ha
do enough fur you."
he had seen of the man, he was n0t one of the sort who
"Glcaser no know how to waitee," remarked Hop.
"Data right!" nodded the peon, and th~n he thrust a either forgive or forget a wrong, real. or fancied .
"Boys," said he to his two partners, as they halted at
, rhunk of venison steak in his mouth and chewed it comnoon, "\,·e must keep our ey<'s open. Those train robbers
placentl)•.
"Here!" cried the Chinaman, catching him in the act. as following us as sure as l live!"
"I've got mine open all ther time, for I've been thinkin'
"Why you no waitee till bimeby ?"
A half a cracker was stuffed in the Mexican's mouth, and ther same thing _ever since ther greaser toia about ther five
horsemen," answered the scout.
them h shook his· head.
"So have I been on the watch," nodded Dart. "But I
This so exasperated the Chinaman, who thought his rights
~ere being infringed on a litle too much, that he made am of the opinion that they have got aroun"d and gone on
ahead of us by this time. They could do that, you know,
a dive at tl1e man and caught him by the throat.
since they have no packhorses to keep them back, like we
. ".M0e teachee lilly manners!" he cried; "me---"
But just then the peon got hold of his throat with one have."
"That's right," said Wild. "It may be that they have
hand and his pigtail with the other.
The result was that Hop's utterances were suddenly gone on ahead. But you can bet that they are going his
way just for the purpose of getting a chance at us-myself
checked.
particularly."
Cheyenne Charlie burst into a roar of laughter.
"An' by ther way that feller acted he's struck with ther
It was very amusing to him.
The two waiters were now doing a so1·t of wrestle and good looks of Arietta," added Charlie.
An angry glance shot from our hero's eyes.
dance combined.
If there was anything that would make him forget his
"Let 'em go it, Wild," said the scout; "I'll watch to see
wonderful coolness it was to have Arietta insulted by a
that they don't use anything but their hands."
"Hi! Hi!" yelled Hop, as he g-ot his throat from the man.
"He had ·bette'r look out!" was all he said just then.
grasp of the Mexican;_ '_'letee go of pigtail! Hi! hi! Yip!"
The noonday meal was prepared and eaten, and they were
Then _the p~n, rea11z!ng that he h:ict th.e best of it, got
a very lively move on him, and, catchmr hold of the Chi:1 a- waiting for the horses to get rested a bit, when they noticed
man's queue by both hands, he began swinging him around a horse and rider following the trial from the direction
they had travelled.
in a circl e.
"It's a she-male!" exclaimed Charlie.
Hop hied several times to retain his balance, and at last
"That's right!" added Wild; "and a girl, at that. A
he su<!ceeded in doi1~g it.
Then he lurched forward and struck his foe with his Mexican girl, too."
This fact could be seen readily enough, as ·she was
shoulder so ha~d that he knocl~ed him down.
On top ?f hm1 went the Chmaman, and then he began to about a hundred yards off and coming toward them o
! .:;anter.
pummel him for all he knew.
It was ·not until she reined in her broncho, however, tha
The peon must have thought it would be unwise to use
. they recognized her as the daughter of the landlord o th
a ;';"eapon, }o he ,?egan to beg for merc:1;...
That " ,11~ do, called out Youn_g Wild West; "that 1s hotel they had breakfasted at the day before,
It was Anita Valdez!
- It wls Anita Valdez!
Of course :0ur hero had his suspicions as to who the five
men were, and so did the rest.
It struck them all that Thod Tyrrel and his men were following them.
"That scoundrel is not satisfie<l, it seems," said Wild. "He
is no other than the leader of the train robbers, and you
could not make me think any different. I am sorry I gave
up the diamond dagger now; if I get hold of it again you can
bet I will keep it!"
The peon appeared more interested in the breakfast the
girls were getting ready than anything else, and he answered
the questions put to him in a vague way.
He began moving over to where a bag of crackers were,
and the first thing our friends knew he had run his hand in .
·the bag and helped himself.
This action angered Hop Wah, and he promptly called him
a thief.
"Dat tight," nodded Juan. "Senor Espanola saya so; mea
t'ief." ·
But he kept on eating the cracker he had stolen just the
aame.
"There'll be some fun with ther Chinaman an' Mexican
re we git to Big Flats, I'll bet!" said Cheyenne Charlie.
kin see it stickin' right out."

'ii
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The· girl seemed· to be quite a little surprised as she cast
a searching glance about the camp.
"Have you seen Senor Tyrrel ?" she asked, in a rich,
musical voice.
"No!" answered Young Wild West. "Did he come this
w.ay?"
"Yes, he came this way, senor. He came this 'way because he no longer loves me! He is in love with her!" and
she pointed her index finger at Arietta, while a dangerous
gleam shot from her beautiful dark eyes.
Jf a thunderbolt had suddenly shot down from the clear
sky our friends could not have been more astounded.
It was an accusing fi.iger that was pointed at Arietta,
too, and her face flushed.
She was the first to find the use of her tongue.
.
Steppin~ toward the Mexican girl, she said:
"What 1s that you say? Senor Tyrrel is in love with
me! If he is he has made the mistake of his life, for I
hate him as I do a rattlesnake! If he ever so much as
touches me I will shoot him dead in his tracks!"
The face of the girl softened slightly at this.
"I know," she said, slowly. "There is the one you love."
She nodded at Wild.
"You cannot help it," she went on. "But-"
Her hand clutched the dagger that protruded from her
..belt convulsively.
"But what?" asked Arietta. "You don't mean that you
would use that on me, do. you ? "
":rhe Mexican girl remained silent for a moment.
~er hand relaxed his grasp from the hilt of the weapon,
and once more the expression of her face softened.
"I-I don't know," she faltered. "But forgive me, se·ta; I do not hate you. I hate Senor Tyrrel if he loves
! That is all!"
e turned to her hors~ and was about to mount and ride
, but Wild stopped Her.
'aitl" he said. "You must eat something. We have
enty, and you must be hungry."
e girl hesitated. "I mu.st find Senor Tyrrel," she
1•"-••ered."
" ut eat something first and tell us what this all means.
e calm, now. You are a good, sensible girl, I am sure.
ake it a little easy."
"Senor, I will do as you say.
Then she loosened the saddle-girths of her horse, took
he bit from its mouth and turned it out to graze near the
camp.

Arietta hastened to get something for her to eat and
Anita smiled sadly as she sat down.
But it ,;,as little that she ate, after all.
The worriment she was undergoing took the appetite
from her, that was quite plain.
When she was done Wild looked at her and asked:
"How do you know that this man Tyrrel has fallen in
love with my sweetheart, senorita?"
"I will_ t-ell you!" she cried, springing to her feet, the
fire flashm g from her dark eyes. "When you rode away
from my father's hotel yest~rday morning he was in the
rear room making love to me, as he always did when he
came. He saw · you from the window, and when you were
out of sight he went out to the stable for his horse. He
called his men,· but before they got to the stable I was
there ahead of them. I sank behind the hay and I listened
to hear what he would say to them. The look he gave the
beautiful American senorita I cud not like."
She looked at Arietta again and her hand moved toward
the dagger in her belt.
"The glance ,he gave her," she went on, "made me think
that she had robbed me of his love. So I listened to hear
what he woulrl say, and then I heard him tell his four men
that he ·was going to follow your party and kill you, ·and
you, and you!" 8he nodded at Wild, Charlie and Jim in
quick succession.
"And what then?" queried Arietta, ·who was watching
her sharply.
"And then he was going to make you his wife, because
he felt that he could not Jive without you!" cried the girl,
fiercely.
"Well, he will never do one thing of what he said," Ariett:i answered, coolly. "If he comes here Young Wild
West will shoot him! He knows that."
"Yes, but Thod Tyrrel is sly! He is like the fox!" ex~laimed Anita, speaking dramatically, and in as good Eng"He may not be
lish as the girls could do themselves.
able to fight like Young Wild West, but he will find a way

to do as he wants to. I alone can stop all this! I must
kill him, or he will do as he told his men he woµld do."
"How is it that you did not kill him when you heard
him say this?" Jim spoke up. "Because, senor, I-I thought I might be mistaken in
his words. I crouched where I had been listening until he
had gone. Then I knew that I had made no mistake in
his words, so I got ready to follow him. I came along two
hours after Thod Tyrrel and his men started after you. I
followed the trail until two hours ago I came to a place
where there were two instead of one. I took the one that
brought me here; I made a mistake. But I will cross over
to the right and find the right trail, and then I will meet
the man who told me so many times that he could not live
without me. I love Thod Tyrrel, but he cannot love any
girl but me! I will kill him if he does !"
, The form of the girl was swaying with passion as she
concluded.
Our friends remained silent and lookea at her.
It was something they were not used to seeing, and not
one of them could say afterward that they cared to witness
it again.
Finally Young Wild West took the Mexican girl gently
·
by the arm.
"Mount your horse and go back to your home," he said .
"You have a mother and father there. There are some
things you should forget; that you ever loved Thod Tyrrel
is one of them. That man is a villain. He is not fit to be
the husband of such as you, even if he desired to be. Ta
the advice of Young Wild West and go back to you ho-..:
Anita hesitated a moment.
Then she bowed low to all hands and said :
"The brave young AmericanQ speaks what is right.
will do as he says."
. But Wild knew that she did not mean to keep that p
1se.
at must be
There was a fire burning in her breast
quenched, and going back home would not put it out.
The Mexican girl mounted and rode away.

.

CHAPTER VI.
WHAT THE MEX!CAN GIRL DID.

We will follow the Mexican girl and see just how she
failed to keep her word with Young Wild West.
Anita Caldez had been brought up in an American village,
and thus she had many of the ,vays of the girls of our
race.
But nature is nature, so they say, and the ".engeful fe-eling that usually crops out at the least occasion when the
hot-blooded people of the Southern climes get angered
alwavs lurked in her breast.
When she rode away from the camp of our friends she
·
fully intended to go back hom e.
But when she came to the place wher~ there was a &rail(lh
in the trail she halted and dismounted.
She looked first one way and then the other, ~ strange
gleam in her dark eyes, and then suddenly she gnpped the
hilt of the dagger and drew it from her. belt. .
"If the man I love loves· the Amer1cano girl he mtu::.t
die!" she exclaimed in Spanish. "I will follow him till I
find out for sure."
Then she mounted the waiting broncho and turned back
upon the trail Tyne! and his men must have take11.
Now that she had but one purpose in view and no longer
was halting between two resolves, Anita rode forward at a
steadv gait
On; on she kept until the sun was sinking in the western
sky.
Her horse was tired and kept lagging, but she pushed
him ahead unpit:ying y.
At length the girl saw an almost level stretch betwc:.m
two sharp s:purs ahead of her upon which were erected
several shanties and tents.
"It is Big Flats!" she murmured. "I was in hopr:>s I
would overtake him before he got there. Well, I must see
him, and Young Wild West and his golden-haired sweetheart must not know."
In a secluded spot among the rocks and mountain shrubbery the Mexican girl came to a halt.
It was plainly her intent to wait till darkness came before going any further. ·
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He talked away to the girl, kissed her and called her all
sorts of endearing names.
And all the while he was doing his utmost. to get up
courage to kill her.
But he failed!
He c,ould hot bring himself to it.
A resolve .had come upon him, though.
It was to get the most cruel and heartless one of hi:;
followers to do the job for him.
"Anita," he said, "you go on ahead to the man who
keeps the public place in the mining camp. He is a Mexican. 'fell him that you started for Quien Junta, which
is seventy miles to the south of here, and that you got lost
on your way. Tell him anything! He knows your father,
anq when you have told h/m some kind of story he will
believe you and take you m his household as a welcome
~e~t. Before you leave ~he mining camp I will have a
numster to come and we will be married-that is, of course,
if you are willing."
The last was said archly, and it had its effect.
"I am willing, Thod!" cane from Anita's lips, and just
t)len she was as happy as she had been at any time of her
life.
A few minutes later she mounted her broncho and rode
into the little town of Big Flats in the darkness.
She knew that Young Wild West and his friends must
be there, and, not wishing them Jto see her, she located the
big building that had a sign upon it sigmfyine:, it was a
'
hotel, and rode around to the rear of it.
It was an adobe building such as the Mexicans usually
erect, and was the most pretentious in the camp.
It was made of squares of a kind of clay dried in the
and then the foremost horse sun until hard and then put together with mortar, and was
as substantial as any of the shanties in the place, and
.
really better in looks.
The Mexican girl managed to reach the rear of the place
it you?" came the surprised
and halted at the stable, which was a low structure ,v1th a
thatched roof.
o<l.
A greaser was there . attending to some horses that evire y u doing here, Anita'?"
dently were those of guests, and, calling him, Anita asked
the Mexican girl flushed.
:ou to keep you from the girl with the golden him to go and fetch the master there.
o w
The fellow saw at a glance that she was one of consideras I said.
with her request.
ce of the villain paled,. then turned a crimson hue. ble importance, and he hastened to comply
A few minutes later the Mexican who owned the hotel
at do you mean?" he cried, affecting ignorance of
·
came out.
c was driving at.
into a canyon that ran along close
looking
stood
Anita
with
love
in
were
you
that
say
an that I heard you
wound its ;way through a split in the
and
stable
.
the
to
the
follow
to
going
rican girl, and that you were
mountains toward the south.
ns ::md kill them so you could get her!"
So engrossed was she that she did not notice the presence
and
belt
her
from
dagger
the
ita said this she drew
of the man whom Tyrrel had said was her father's friend
shone like those of a wounded tigress.
ompanions of Tyrrel looked at him and then at until he spoke; then she very quickly told who she was and·
related a story that sounded plausible.
er uneasily.
The res'!-lt was th::t he took her to the house gladly.
e man himself ·was a master hand at concealing
Meanwhile, back m the shadows of the ··mountain lay
otions .
Thod Tyrrel, alias the Wicked Wasp, and his men.
"Ha, ha, ha!" he laughed, a musical ring in his voice.
Young Wild West had made no mistake when he put the
"So ~u . were· listening to what I said to the boys, eh, villain down as being thE; leader of the train robbers,
Anita--? Well, well, p1·etty one! That was said in a jest. though Tyrrel had done his best to make the boy think
I care othing for the American girl. But I do mean to differently.
1
have: the life of Young Wild West. He shot one of my
Shortly after the Mexican girl had taken her departure
best fr nds! He is a fiend in human form! He must the villain broached the subject uppermost in his mind to
die, and so must the two who are his partners."
the man he deemed would be the one to commit the foul
" You care nothing for the Americano senorita, Thod '?" crime of putting the girl out of the way.
"Nothing! Her beauty is naught to be compared with
He called him to one side and said:
yours,. my own Anita. You are the light of my eyes. But
"Runyon, I want you to do something for me, and I
why could you doubt me? Oh, why did you follow me
others to know about it. Can I trust yol.l. ?"
here? There will something happen before I go back to don't want theyou
kin trust me, cap, if anyone kin be
"I reckon
Fort Craig that your pretty eyes must not see. And yet
reply. "What is it, to kill ther gal '! "
you must not go back alone! I will take you back when it trusted," was theguess
it?" and the villain looked surprised.
"How did you
is. all over. Say ~he word,. Anita, and the American girl
"Oh, it ain't hard to guess, cap! I knowed you wanted
with the golden hair shall die, too! She shall die the same
ther gal with ther red hair, so what ould you want of ther
as her lover, who killed one of my best friends."
with her two eyes shinin' like
A seft, almost beautiful light shone in the eyes of the Mexican gal hangin' around
coals of fire'! If that's what you want I'll do ther job.
·
girl now.
But you've got ter make it somethin' worth my while, yer
She beHeved the man.
know. It ain't a very nice thing to do, ter kill a gal!"
way
a
of
think
to
best
nut h~ was lying, ah! doing his
The Wicked Wasp shrugged his shoulders.
_get rid of her forever.
"That's right, Runyon. Well, you shall have five hunHe had not the rourage to_ kill her outright before the
dollars cash in ha1,d the moment I know the job is
dred
as
even
heart,
his
in
.eyes of his men, but there was murder
Make it an easy death, Runyon, for I feel sorry for
done.
he talked to her in a tender strain.
girl."
the
withdraw
to
enough
knew
His men, .villains as th~y were,
Runyon laughed.
';Vhen such talk ~s that was going on, so they rode slowly
"All right, cap," said he. "It's a go! I'll have that
on for a sholrt distance and halted.
Tyrrel was glad of this, for it made him feel easier to five hundred afore tw~nty-four hours has passed over our
l.eads. Don't make l10 mistake about tha1,, either."
go on with the deception.

So engrossed was she yhen she came in sight of the
mining camp that she faffed to note the tracks of horses
that sl1owed that someone had passed that very way..
The girl no·w gave the broncho a chance to get the rest
.
the animal needed.
It was near sunset, and she sa'nk down on a moss-covered
rock and fell to thinking.
There was only one thing for the girl to think about just
.
then.
The sun went down and left the sky in the west a golden
red, and still she sat there.
Suddenly she was started to her feet by hearing the
sounds of horses' hoofs.
.
Then she heard voices.
Two or more men were coming toward the trail she had
left to wait there until darkness.
The horses were walking and the men were conversing in
·
low tones.
Anita listened.
As sh-e ·did so her eyes brightened and her bosom began
.
'to heave convulsively.
One of the voices was that of the man she Ioved so
madly!
'Ihod Tyrrel was coming!
At first she looked arouml for some place to hide, but a
secom'.l thought' struck her, and she remained stand;.:g
where she was.
Five seconds later five horsemen came in view.
The~ were within a dozen yards of her before they no• er presence.
e g·irl gave a low cry of delight, and sprang
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It was a heartless wretch who was talking, but there are
·
such in the world.
. They talked over it for a few minutes and then it was
'
all understood between them.
It is quite likely that the other three men wondered
what the confidential talk between their leader and Runyon
meant, but they did not ask when the two joined them.
"Boys," said Tyrrel, "there are two places in Big Flats
where whisky and grub can be bought. One is kept by a
Mexican and the other an American. While the Mexican's
place is the best, I have decided to go to the American's.
I have a_n idea that Young Wild West and his friends have
put up at the adobe house on account of the better accommodations there, so we will go to the other on that account,
if for no other. Go on! It _is now dark, so we will not
be seen by those we are following until we get right among
them, Remember, no quarrel is to be picked of any sort
until I say the word. It will be best to finish Young Wild
West and his two partne1's without giving them a chance
·
.,to put up a fight, if it can be done."
"I ~uess that's ther way it'll have to be done, if I have
anytlung to do with it," spoke up one of the men. "I seen
enough of him in ther car ther other night to convince me
that it won't do to tackle him face to face. I guess you
did, too, cap."
"He is a dangerous customer. but never mind! He has
, got to die! I would like the privilege of using the diamond
dagger on him, but if it has to be clone another way, all
right. So lon~ as it is clone I will be satisfied."
"An' you git ther red-haired gal, hey, cap'!" spoke up
Runyon, with a chuckle.
"Never mind that part of it," was the rather curt rejoinder.
The five. men now rode boldly into the mining camp.
, The shanty hotel run by the American- was the neares~,
so they turned in the little lane at the side, ·which ran to
the stable in the rear .of it and soon had th,eir horses put
.
~way.
Then they entered the place by the back .door and walked
in the bar-room, which was not a very elaborate place,
since the cqunter mas nothing more than a couple of boards
placed on barrels.
Two oil lamps gave a smoky light in, the place, and when
the Wicked Wasp looked around and found that Young
Wild West was. not there, an expression of relief came over
'
his face.
Though he hated the handsome deadshot, it was plain
that he was not over-anxious to meet him face to face.
1

•

CHAPTER VII.
AT BIG FLATS.

The sun was yet an hour high when Young Wild West
t1.nd his friends arrived at Big Flats.
None of them had ever been there before, so when they
saw there were two places which advertised accommodations
for man and beast, they did not know which to stop at.
"One's run by a Mexican an' t'other by one of our own
kind," observed Cheyenne Charlie, as he scanned the signs.
"I reckon if we don't want to camp out some'\¥here around
here we'd better try ther shanty in preference to ther
,
adobe."
"That's right," retorted Wild. "It wouldn't look well
if we was to camp out, cas they would think we were a mean
lot. We'll try the Yankee, even if he has the smaller of
.
the twQ places."
They stropped in front of the shanty and dismounted.
"Wait until I go in and see about it," ; said our hero.
He went in and found the proprietor atteng.ing to the
business at the :bar.
"How about accommodations for the night for three gen,
tle1}len, t)lrl;)e ladies and a servant?" asked the boy.
· ''Ifll.you~in all stay in one room it's a go.!" replied the
man. "It's a good big room, an' r reckon you could make
out all right. It's ther best I kin do fur ye, young feller."
"Well, that will hardly do," and Wild walked to the
door.
"What! It ain't a high-toned crowd, is it?" asked the
roan, coming around from behind the improvised bar and
following him to get a look at the party:
"No, it is not what you might call a high-toned party,"
retorted our hero; 'fbut one room will not do, that's all."

, . "Oh, it won't, hey?" and the landlord took a look at
those outside. "well, I'll admit that them gals is putty
good lookers, but I don't know as they amount to any more
than any other gals. If you don't like my hotel you know
.
·
what you kin do."
"Yes, I know what,-.-w e can do. · We can try the other
place, and if that don't suit we can camp out," said Wild.
"Well, you needn't git sassy about it. Folks what gits
sassy around here. gits what they ain't lc,okin' · fur sometimes." '"vVh.il do they get?" queried Wild, who was just the
least bit mffled at the man's insolence.
"Oh, anything from a slap in ther jaw to a bullet through
ther gizzard."
There was a loud guffa'Y from the three or four miners
who had followed the landlord to the .:oor.
"Who does all this ? "
Our hero stepped back on the stoop as he asi,{ed the question .
"Well, I've done some of it myself," and the . landlord
·
laughed some more.
"What do you call being sassy?"
"See nere! What are you tryin' ter git at, sonny'!"
"I just :vant to know what you call being sassy. Is
•
this it?"
He reached ·out and gave him a sharp pinch on ..the nose,""'
-J
"Wow!" cried the surprised man; "leggol"
"Is that sassy enough for you?"
The landlord glared at him for a second or two,
then stepping back, placed his hand on his sliooter.
"Don't you dare to pul1 that!" cried Wild, QO
him steadily. "If you do I'll clip off one of your ea
a bullet."
The ~nen on the stoop ceased laughing ins
This was something they had not expected.
"You just look out who you tackle af r
again Wild caught the landlord by the nose
quick twist.
The man gave a gasp and looked around
"I don't believe you ever slapped many
ero,
bullets through their gi~zards, either," said
a laugh. "What do you think of him for a ho e~Ree
The last was addressed . to his , companions, who
"
standing by their horses.
"He's worse nor a prairie dog with his tail cut oft
torted Cheyenne Charlie. "Ther measly coyote ai.d
~
enough brains to drive a team of mulP.s."
This provoked a laugh from Jim and the girls.
"Say! who are you, anyway?" gasped .the landlo
ing at the clashing young fellow who stood· before
"My name is Young Wild We'st," was the reply.
me
some property in this camp; and I thought I woul
around and take a look at it. Sorry to find sur.h a lf_yf,ell•
keeper as you here, though."
"Well, say! I might fix it so you could have two til>ms:
I'll "g-ive up my own to you fur one night."
"Oh, don't bother yourself! We'll try the other .fellow,
and if he don't suit us we will just pitch our camp, the
same as we have been doing on the way over here."
Wild stepped down from the stoop and walked,..to hi-s..
~na
The Mexican's hotel was about fifty yards further en al'ld
on the opposite side of the road.
The hotel-keeper and his hangers--on stood watchin~ our
friends until they stopped in front of the 'adobe buildmg.
But none of them even so much as looked back.
"Well, that jest beats me!" exclaimed the lan<llord, looking at the men. "I wonder how it was that I didn't shoot
that upstart of a boy ? "
"Don't know," answered one, and then they all grinned
and followed him inside.
Young Wild West went into the Me . ·ican's place and
met with a good deal better luck.
He was told that t ere were two rooms that could be had
in the hotel, and th price being reasonable, he at o.nce
engaged them.
They were two of the largest in the building and a·djoined
·
one another.
The Chinaman could sleep with the servants of the place
in the little house in the rear that was reserved for that
.
purpose, so the proprietor said..
Juan, the peon, asked for a Job right away, and ·he v1as
·
·
,
surprised when he got it.
It so happened that a servant was wanted at the hotel, so
he came along just in the right time.
•.
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The best of the two rooms was turned over to the girls,
who at once took possession of it.
Half an hour after their arrival they sat down to a good
supper, and they thoroughly enjoyed it, as it ,yae a treat
to them to eat at a table once in a while.
The hotel being a town where Americans came and went,
it was kept unusually clean.
Mexicans know how to run places of the-kind, as well as
those of other nationalities.
Of course, the hotels in the mining cai;i.ps and border
· towns were not like those found in the cities.
Some of them did not possess more than three or four
rooms,' but they were called hotels, just the same, though
now and then one would be dubbed a tavern or an inn.
The Mexican who owned this place had struck it rich at
Big Flats a few months before, and he harl built the adobe
building and started in to make money outside of his mine.
He was doing it, too.
Young Wild West was quite sure that the Wicked Wasp
and his men were in town, but when he questioned the proprietor· as to whether five strangers had an-ived a ·sho1t
time before them he received an answer in the negative.
"Well," he i:;ai<l to Charlie and Jim, "they are eithe1· in
the place somewhere, or they are s0mewhere near it, you
can 1'et Q'l that! From what the Mexlcan girl said, they
:surely m4!ll1I :Us,"
"Tbey· :ain't far away, ihnt's c::rt:::.in," remarked the
scout, s4aki:ng his head. "They'll be h ere if they ain't
here now."
1
'8uppo," we go over to the f.hanty that has the one room
to hire?" Jim suggested. "We may find them there."
. "Wait a littl e while, and then we will go over," said
Wild. "I want to see if the stableman has been giving the
.
h~rses _good trea~men_t."
L eavmg the girls m their room, they went out to the
stable.
Wild was always very liberal with the men around
stables.
He harl given this man a good tip when they turned
- their steed:; over to him, and when they took a look at
them they founrl that he was still working at them.
"They 'need a good rubbing and cleaning," observed Jim.
'fThat fellow knows his business."
When they left the stable they walked up the rnad and
to the other public place.
proprietor may pick a row with me," s'aid WUd.
doubt feels a trifle sore over what happened an
so ao-o."
don't think he will," replied Jim. "You took all the
out of him. I have an idea that he will treat you
politely when we go in."
ell, I don't want any trouble with him. .But he did
.ftake me a little mad the way he talked."
r three friends walked into the rough-looking ·
nt that was used as a bar-room the first persons
:w \\·ere Thod Tvrrel and his men.
were not surprised to s~e them there, and so walked
to the bar without noticing them.
e eeper of the place reddened up, but put on a smile
r w them.
t kin I do fur y<', l!<'Tit"?" ],<' ask<'rl.
•s have some cigars-all hands," our hero answered.
s, sir!" and the box was put out immediately.
"Pass them around."
Th<' lamll ord did PO.
There were ju::t about a dozen men in the room, and all
'
fl-them took cigars but one.
.
, Tyrrel refused.
"I dQn't care to smoke," he said, "and when I want to
I can buy my own cigar."
Wild smiled.
He was kecpin;; a watch on the villain, though apparently
n ot.
He did not wish to pick a quarrel with him, though he
felt that when he knew a man was after him for the purpose
of taking his life something ought to be done.
In such a c:>.se as this he would have been justified in
picking a quarrel with the man and shooting him.
But he was satisfied to wait until the Wicked. Wasp
•
showed his hand again.
"I sorter ~de a mistake on you when you first come,"
said the landlord, as he gave Wild his change. "I've heerd
since ,,J about you, Young Wild West. That .felJer over
,.
R how he's seen you afore."
ibere II
"lie pointed to a miner who 1tood by looking expectant.
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Our hero remembered of having met the man somewhe ·e,
and when he stepped up and said it Wl\S at Tombstone,
shook hands with him, for it all came to him then.
Charlie and Jim also remembered him as being a man
who generally minded his own business, so they shook
hands with him, too.
His name was John Warren, and he was so proud at
having been recognized by our friends that he took off his
hat and uttered a whoop.
"I told yer they'd know me!" he cri ed to the men in the
place. "Now yer see that I wasn't t e!lin' no lie. Ther
minute I heard how Biggie was brought down off his perch
by a boy who said he was Young Wild West, I jest said as
how I knowed him, an' that he'd know me. Now then, Biggie, give us all somethin' to drink! I'm willin' to stand
treat now."
The landlord seemed to be pleased at what Warren said,
for it let him down a litle, since the miner had told them
all that Young Wild West always made it a point to get
the best of any man who tackled him, no matter how big
or ,how bad he was.
Everybody accepted the invitation this time, even to
"Thod ·ryrrel.
"Here's good luck, my friend," he said, looking at Warren . "I don't take a treat from everybody, but I will with
•
you."
"All right," was the reply; "go it!"
"If I should ask you, would you drink with :rpe ?" said
Cheyenne Charlie, who could not keep still any longer.
"No!" was the quick reply.
"Well, J ain't goin' to ask you. Come, everybody in ther
house, have a drink or smoke with me, 'cept ther measly
co~·ote who calls himself ther Wicked Wasp!·'
Wild expected to see the villain draw his revolver, but
he did not.
He did place his hand on the hilt of the diamond dagger,1 though, but did not pull it from the sheath.
' 1 don't want any quarrel with you, sir!" he said, Iookin~ at the scout.
'No, but you'd stick me in ther back if you got ther
chance, though."
"That is a hard thing to say about a fellow, is it no . "
and Tyrrel cast an appealing glance at the men in lhe
place.
"Well, I wouldn't say it if I didn't know it was so,"
·
answered Charlie.
"Gentlemen," said the Wicked Wasp, "those three fellows take me for someone else. They are bound to pick a
row ,vith me, no matter when or where they meet me.
Because I happen to own this," and he took the diamo
dagger from his belt and held · it up, "they say I am t
leader of a gang of train robbers. lt ah comes from tl;\j
fact that I lost it in Santa Fe, and the train robber m-UW
have found it. I like a square deal, gentlemen."
"Well," spoke up Wild, stepping up to him, "if y
want a sqµare deal you shall ~ave it. You followed us fro
Fort Craig for the purpose of killing us, and I can p
it. Now, just name what you call a square deal!"

CHAPTER VIII.
WILD DOES SOME GOOD SHOOTING.

Tho ..! Tyrrel glared at Young Wild West for the s
of a second or two, and then he walked away.
"Gentlemen!" he cried, facing the crowd, "I deny the
charge this fellow makes."
Our hero now lost his patience with the villain.
Springing forward, he caught him by the throat.
"You cowardly hound!" he cried. "I've a notion to
strangle you!"
He meant what he said, for his blood was no\v up.
But the way Tyrrel had talked had some effect on the
men who lived at Big Flats.
They really thought he was being imposed upon.
They were all of the rough-and-re ady sort, and in spite
of the fact that they liked the general appearance of Young
Wild West better than they, did that of Tyrrel, they moved
forward to interfere.
Then it was that Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart took 'a
hand in the game.
"Stand back!" thundered the scout, whipping out hill
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reyolvers and. leveling them at the men. "Young Wild
est knows his business, an' if he strangles that measly
oyote right where he stands it's all right! Jest take it
easy, or tliere'll be hot lead flyin' in no time!"
"Young Wild West never
. "That's right!" added Jim.
makes a mistake. That man with the diamond dagger in
his belt has sworn to kill the three of us. He brought four
men here with him to do the job, but there is not one of
them who darPs to tackle us while we are looking. The~·
are sii:nply waiting to get a chance to shoot us from cover,
or stab us in the back. Look at the cowards! If they had
the least bit of sand in them they would pull their shooters!"
This remark caused one of the four villains to become
desperate.
He jerked out a six-shooter and turned it upon Wild's
back, his finger on the trigger.
But before he could fire there was a sharp report and he
sank to the floor.
Cheyenne Charlie had been too quick for him.
"There · goes one of 'em!" he cried. "Who wants to be
ther next?"
There was a deathly silence at this.
Wild gave the Wicked Wasp a sudden shove and sent him
over a chair to the floor.
He had him covered with his revolver before he fairly
landed, so there was no chance for the fellow to get a shot
at him.
The three companions of the fallen man broke for the
rear room of the shanty, almost tumbling over each other
in the effort.
"Come back!
"Come back here!" thuT)dered Wild.
I
want to tell you fellows something."
It. was really surprising to see how quickly the scoundrels
obeyt>d.
Th'e rest of those in the room stepped back to their former positions as the three came back like whipped curs.
"Get up, Thod Tyrrell"
The leader of the gang was not long in rising to his;
feet.
•Now, the four of you, I want you to stand against that
partition, your faces toward me."
There was some~hing in the manner of the boy, and the
way he spoke, 'too, that caused the men to do as he told
·
them.
"I am sorry ,my partner was compelled to drop one of
,yqur gang, but he did it to save my life. Now, I am not
going to kill any of you, but I am going to show you how
I can shoot. Stand perfectly still, now! I am going to
draw blood from the left ear of each of you!"
There was a deathlv- silence at this.
Thod Tyrrel and his companions turned deathly pale
and looked at the crowd, which had gathered since the shot
had been fired, appealingly.
But no one offered to say or do anythirtg.
"Back your heads against the partition and keep steady,"
nt on Wild. "Landlord, there is no one on the other side
the partition, is there?"
''No," was the rer.ly.
"Well, then, I will pay for what damage I do to your
building. Now, then, gentlemen, here she goes!"
'Crack! .
4'yrrel gave a jump and clapped his hand to his ear.
The blood was trickling from it, for the skin had been
broken by the bullet.
Crack!
The man next to him let out a yell.
"It didn't hurt you as bad as that," said our hero, with
a smile.
Crack!
The third man got his dose.
Crack!
The last one was Runyon, the hard-hearted villain, and
hif; ears beino- of the flaring sort, he lost a portion of the
left one about the size. of a pea.
Neither the miners nor the four villains had ever seen any
shooting like that before.
It was enough to make them all have the utmost respect
for Youn~ Wild West.
"That 1s all, gentlemen," our hero said, smiling at the
crowd. "Now, then, I hope those fellows ,vill change their
minds about killing me and my partners. If they don't
change their minds they will be sorry for it, for the next
time I shoot at them it will be at their hearts, and when I

fire at any particular thing I always hit it. It is a way I
have got. you know."
John Warren, the miner, took off his hat, and, waving it
'over his head, bawled out:
"Three cheers fur Wild West, boys!"
Three hearty cheers were given, nearly every man in
the place joimng in ' with the exception of the villains.
Our hero then'lr eated them all, and, turning to the landlor<l. said:
"How much is the damage I did by the shooting?"
"Nothin'!" was the quick reply.
"Ah! All right, t hen. Take out for that round. Did
everybody have what they wanted?"
"Yes, every man has been served.
This was a fact, as even Tyrrel had taken a cig;i.r.
"Well, boys," and the dashing young deadshot turned to
his two partners, "we will be going now, I guess. I hope
Mr. Tyrrel will change his ·mind about killing us and go
back to Fort Craig, or ,vherever he belongs."
Th~ four men heard the remark, but they were busy
wiping- the blood from their ears and did not let on that
they did.
Our friends went on out and walked back to the adobe
house hotel.
As they were crossing the street a female fi,rore 1i.tted
past them and hurried to the rear of the s}J.a ty,~otcl 'they
J
had just left.
"Boys, if that wasn't the Mexican girl ,vho promi'-"<l me
to go back home, I am very much mistaken!" said Wild, in
a whisper. "You fellows go on; I am going to s~e wh&,i's
up with her."
He left them as the girl disappeared a'round the shant
and macle a bee-line for the spot.
As Wild got into the lane that ran to the stable he
just in time to sre a form go under a droopi ng tree.
He paused in the shadow of the building.
Just then the back door of the shanty o en2d and he
heard voices.
Wild f;tepped up a little closPr to the end of the building.
Then he saw four men makini;i: for the stahle.
By their voices he recognized them as Tyrrel and his
men.
"It will be better fo,· us to make out that we hrve left
the nlace," he heard Tyrrel sav. "\Ve ,vil! have to leav
the bodv nf Pet 101· the undertaker. The hndlord 11 •
the undertaker alwavs buried rr>en for what he fou:i <l
them. HP'll get well paid, for P ete had about six J;l\JJ!dre
dollars. It is too bad we couldn't have got it."
Then thev all began tn.lkin~ at once, but as ther
getting further away all the time, our hero could not
stand what . they said.
But what he had managed to hear was no more than he
expected.
He knew the villains would 1:ot leave, the n~inin c1:ri
That the Wicked Wasp was Just as octermmed.
to kill him he was sure.
And the fact that the villain wanter! Ai-il'tta wa quite
enough to make him stay in the vicinity until he tho
.
he had the chance to do as he Yvished.
Wild now turned his gaze upon tl:e tree he h~d s
.
form of the girl go under.
The four men had scarcely reached the stable when
saw her step out and follow the direction they hnd taken.,_._h
Our hero was sure it was Anita Caldez, the Mexican girl,
and he wondered what she was up to.
Bent upon learning, he went after her.
· She flitted along like a shadow, and finally paused at the
side of the shed that answered for the hotel stable.
Wild 1,toppe<l behind a tr"P less than ten yards fro!ll he~
;·
The four villains were saddling th.eir horses.
'The stableman stood near by waiting for a tip.
·
Tyrrel called him.
"Go and g·et us each a quart bottle of whisky," he i:;pid.
handing him some money. "We have got a long ride ahea.d
of us, and we may need it."
As the man hurried off, the villain turned to hi.s com.
.
panions and remarked:
"Our journey won't be more than half a mile, but -..·e w11l
need the whisky, all the same. . 1e, haye got to- la:,,.. and
wait for the chance to drop Young Wild West. "
"An' git hold of ther red-haired gal," added Runyon.
"Yes, an get her," ;,.nswered Tyrrel.
"How about ther Mexican gal, cap?" spoke up one of thQ .
others.
0

0
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"Never mind about her. She will probably die _of a broken
heart."
There was a laugh as he said this.
"Or she'll die fur some other cause, most likely," said
Runyon.
"Oh, I guess we kin guess what's goin' to happen," said
one of the others. "But it ain't no affair of ours, so what
doe!'< we care ? "
"That's right, boys! You needn't bothe1 your heads about
anything that happens."
Wild could hear every word of this.
But he was watching the corner of the shed more than he
was the men.
He knew the hiding girl must surely have heard what
·
.
they said.
As Thod Tyrrel uttered a laugh after his last remark,
the girl suddenly step:ped from behind the shed and glided
tm,•ard the waiting horsemen.
They had not mounted yet, and• it so happened that their
eyf's were turned toward the shanty.
They wert waiting for the stableman to come with the
·
whisky.
or it surely was her, reached the side of Thod
Anita~·
<ire either of them saw her.
ild West drew his revolver, for he knew something ~ g_oing to happen.
Sucldeilly a vengeful scream came from the lips of the
girl, and, seizing the hilt of the diamond dagger that was
Bl the belt of the man she loved, she raised it to strike him
to the heart.
It so happened that the scoundrel called Runyon was
very close to her.
He caught her arm and prevented the blow from being
struck.
With an oath, Tyrrel sprang back.
"Ah! • It is you, Anita!" he exclaimed. "Well, you have
seale yo · oom by coming here! Runyon, you know what
otioned for the other two to lead their horses

t.

ican girl was struggling fiercely with the brute
eized her.
w the diamond dagger drop from her hand and
e ring of thP. steP.l as it struck the ground.
Run 'On threw her and reached foF the jeweled
it and raised it to strike the girl's deathort rang out and the diamond dagger dropped
uld-be murdP.rer's hand.
vulsive gasp came from him and he had gone
while in the very act of committing the in-

e!" he s~id, taking the Mexican girl by the arm.
ou''tmlst go with me."
She ma?e no Tesistance, and he led her away in time to
escap'e bemg seen by the crowd that came rushing out of
the l'l:lar of the shanty.

CIIAPTEF, IX.
THE DI $A PPEARANCE OF ARIETTA.

Young Wild West led th.e girl aroun"d under cover of
the trees and bushes until tfffy reached the road.
Then. he made direct for the no tel they were stopping at.
He ·did Dot say a word to her until they reached the. adobe
house.
Then he looked at her and said :
"You will stay here to-night."
"Yes,", she answered, much to his surprise. "I came
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here just as it was dark to-night. I knew you and your
friends were here."
"Then you came while we were here. Why did you not
make yourself known to us?"
"I did not want you to know I had broken my word."
"Well, I did not think you would keep it. You love that
man so much that you will kill him, I suppose, out ' of jealousy."
"Yes, I w:ill kill him!" she cried. "I would have done so
a little while ago if the man had not stopped me. You
saved my life, Young Wild West. I thank you for it. Now
I will never rest until I have had my revenge. Thod Tyrrel must die! He must die by my hand, and it is the diamond dagger he thinks so much of that must reach his heart.
Give it to me, Young Wild West-give it to me!"
She had her hand upon the weapon before our hero was
aware of it.
He had thrust it in his belt when he picked it from the
ground, and as the Mexican girl took hold of it now the
door of the bar-room opened and Cheyenne Charlie cam
out.
Then it was that the girl flitted softly away to the rea
•
of the adobe, the diamond dagger going with her!
"Well, that gets the best of me, just a little," Wil
thought.
"Hello, Wild! Is that you '? " called out the scout.
"Yes," he replied.
"Who was ther gal?"
"The one I thought it was."
"Is that so? Well, I ain't surprised much."
Jim Dart now came out.
Then our hero stood there long enough to
a low tone of voice what had happened.
"Another one of ther measly coyotes gone, hey?" o
served the scont. "'Nell, I reckon there'll he n'o more hold
ups on ther Atchison, Topkea & Santa Fe by that gan
'cause they'll never Jive to git in sight of ther railroad ag'in
They mean business, an' they won't quit till they're al
done fur. That's ther way I look at it."
"Well, I am sorry that we got mixed up in such a bunch,'
answered our hero. "But since we have, we must not le
them finish us."
"The girl will be the one to fini sh Tyrrel, m:::.rk my word
. '
for it!" Jim Dart observed.
"I feel that way myself, Jim."
"I reckon that's about it," the scout said.
The three now went in to keep the company of the girls.
Wild knew they would be surnrised to hear what had
happened, so he tl1ought they should be told right away.
And -they were surprised.
Arietta showed signs of being just a little uneasy as she
·
caJne close to her lover.
"Oh, Wild! do you know that I am afraid of that man?"
she said.
"Nonsense, little one!" he laughingly replied.
"But I can't help it, Wild. The fact that he will not fight
with you makes me think that he is reserving ali his skill
and tact to do something desperate."
"Well if it comes to the worst, Et, I will have to drop
him, that's all."
"He has sworn to take your life, but he is afraid of you.
He is simply waiting to P-et a cha.pee to do it on the sly."
"That is true enough, Et. But I don't mean that he shall
have the chance."
"And he has thrown the pretty Mexican girl aside in the
hopes of g\tting me. Wild, the villain must not come anywhere near~e!"
"He shan't, if I know it."
Just then there was a series of yells from some other
part of the house, followed by a crash.
Our friends sprang to their feet. ·
But the next instant a broad grin came over the face
of Chevenne Ofiarlie.
The yells came from Hop Wah and anqther, who was no
doubt the peon called Juan.
Before any of them could get out of the room to see what
it a' l J1'leant, the door onened and in ran>P Hon. followed
by the Mexican servant, ,vho had a long knife in his hand.
"Me killa da Chinee!" he cried, makmg himself look very
fierce.
"No, you won't!" retorted our hero, as he deftly tripped
him a.I)d took the kpif e from his hand. "What's the matter, Hop?"
''Gleaser steal 1!1Y six-shootee an' then sliJ.ppee me in
face." was the quick reply. "Then me ' hittee punch allee 1
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samee Melican man; Gleaser fall down; gittee up an' glab
knife an' say he killee me! Me no likee an' me Jun allee
samee Spitfire."
"Da Chinee steala tobac from me," spoke up Juan, as
Wild lifted him to his f eet. "Me taka his r evolve, so he
noa shoot, an' den I slapa him. He hita rnea hard; me
geta mad."
"I understand. Hop, you give him his tobacco, and you,
Juan, just fork over the revolver you took from him. Hurry
up, now, or I'll shoot the feet of the pair of you full of
holes!"
Both produced the articles in question in very sqort
order.
"Now, get out of here, and just remember what I said
about your feet. If there is any more trouble between you,
I'll come out there and begin shooting."
The proprietor of the place and his wife were standing
in the door listening to what was said and done, aR.d they
looked at Young Wild West in amazement as he settled
the difficulty in such an easy manner.
When they saw the Mexican chasing the Chinaman, they
· thought that nothing coulct prevent a murder.
Now the two were coming out with nothing but looks of
atisfaction on their faces.
Our friends looked on the humorous side of the affair
and forgot about the excitement of the evening for the time
being.
The next morning all hands got ready and went over to
the mining property our hero and his pa rtners owned at the
camp.
There were no claims that ,vere being worked right near
·t, and Wild came to the conclusion that it would be a risk
put any machinery there until it was a sure thing that
ere was enough pay dirt there to warrant it.
He found a couple of men who wanted work, so he
tarted them in with pick and shovel.
Between the three of them they kept a tab on the men
II day, and when night came nothing had been found to
indicate that there were any rich deposits there.
1
But· Young Wild West concluded to keep i.t it for a few
ays in order to give the land a good test.
There were three days before the week would be out, so
e told the men they might work that length of time, anyow.
Nothing had been seen of Thod Tyrrel all day, and when
they got back to the hotel after the first day's prospecting,
Anna told Arietta that she thought the villain had really

The same trick was • played, the horse running into the
bushes this time.
Nettled a trifle at her inability to catch the steed, the
girl started after him.
Anna and Eloise sat on the porch laughing at the trick
the gray had played on his mistress, feeling quite sure that
she would win in the end.
But when five minutes had passed, they grew a little
serious.
"1 guess she is having a time catching him;" remarked
Eloise.
·"Yes ; the probabilities are that he will go around to the
stable. as the rest of the horses are there. It would be a
joke if he did that."
"Yes, it would," retorted Eloise.
But another five minutes passed and there were no signs
of either Arietta or the horse.
Then Anna and Eloise got up and went around to the
rear of the house.
The stable was not far away, and -as it was merely a shed
that was 1rntirely open at the front end, they- ould see the
horses plainly . .
But the gray was not there. Then the girls gr~w alarmed.
They ran back and quickly told Wild and his artners
that Arietta had started to catch her horse and ha
turned.
·
"How long has she been gone?" questioned Wild, an anxious look coming over his face.
.
"Over ten minutes," answered Anna, looking._ quite scared,
when she saw the boy was not a 'little disturbed.
"Which way did she go?"
She pointed to the spot they· had last seen his g?ldenhaired sweetheart in pursuit of the frisky gray.
Young Wild West ran for the spot, a feeling of misgiving in his breast.
Wh
h
h d 1 b h
h
th
th
en e reac e t 1 e us es e saw
at a cow-pa · ran
through them to a grove of trees a little distan ~ back.
That the horse had gone that way he was qiiitc!! ce1'ta.i~
He started along the path, the rest followi
A hundred yards brought him to a spring 9
· k'
st00 d t 11 e gray d rm
mg.
But there was no girl . there!
"This is strange," said Wild.
have gone?"
"Call her, Eloise," suggested Jim.
Eloise did so, but there was no response.
Wild's face was a little paler than usual.
gone away.
He was thinking of the threat of Thoct 'l'yrr
"I think the loss of two of his men last night has given
Somehow it struck him very forcibly that t
him the idea that he is treading on very dangerous ground," caught Arietta and carried her off.
she said.
"No," answered Arietta, shaking her head. PI think the
"Boy's," said he, turning to his partners, "1
man means to keep his word, if he possibly can. He has worst has happened. Arietta would not have goh
made up his mind to kill Wild, and he wants me. He will her own accord."
·
go his full length to carry out his desire. We must be on . "Maybe she has fallen down and hurt herself m· the cha
the watch all the time."
after the horse," suggested Eloise.
The Mexican girl remained at the hotel, refusing to be
"Let's look around," spoke up Charlie, who, by his looks,
conducted back to Fort Craig by a man in the employ of the was of about the same opinion as· our hero.
hotel-keeper.
They hunted all over th.~ near vicinity, and w
1
Of course, our friends knew what she was staying there comini; to the conclusion that the girl had .~
for, and Wild advised the landlord to send woi:d over to away t>y their enemy, when Wild caught sigh~ilJ.~
her father and Jet him know where she was ;rod why she red silk that was hanging ,to a pri{:kly shruli,!
was staying there.
"See that!" he cried. "That teJls the tale!"
He told him .that she was simply stayi~g there for the
It was a piece of the trimming from Arietta's
purpose of wreaking vengeance on the villain who had skirt, as they all knew at a glance.
thrown her aside.
"That s:1ows that she was here!" exclaimed Chey
So the man who had been selected to escort her to the Charlie. "Now ther thing is for us to go an' tfind
fort started over alone, unknown to Anita.
Gals, you git in ther house, an' don't you leave it · on no
On the ;i:narning of the second day of their stay at Big · consideration. Come on, boys, we'll git our horses an'
Flats, by some cause unknown to our friends, Arietta's foller ther trail! There it is right past ther spring!"
handsome gray horse got out of the stable and strolld out
Young Wild West did not wait to hear what the . scout
into the road in the front of the adobe house.
said.
·
The girls were seated on the vine-covered' porch that ran
He was already on the way to the stable.
along in front of the building at the time, Wild and the
He had the ,saddle on Spi.tfire and was buckling the girth
rest being inside fixing up a drawing of the mining prop- when his partners got there.
.
erty.
Then all three worked quickly.
The moment Arietta saw her horse, she sprang to her feet
Anna met them as they were riding up toward the corner
and started to catch him.
.
of the adobe with their rifles.
But the animal was in a frisky mood, having stood a
"You might need them," she said. •
whole day in the stable, and just as she was going to reach
"That's right," answered Wild. "Now, you go inside, and
up and grasp him by the forelock he ·g ave a tantalizing snort if you can find the Mexican girl, tell her what has hapand darted away.
pened."
But as he only went a few yards and then stood still as
Then they rode to the spring and took the fresh trail
if inviting h()r to come again, she set out after him.
that led into the woods.
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CHAPTER X.
THE LUCK OF THE WICKED WASP.

(

Thod Tyrrel, alias the Wicked Wasp, was not in ~ vei:y
pleasant frame of mind when he came to a halt with. his
• two remaining companions at the place where the Mexican
· girl had met them.
"Boys," said the villain, as he dismount~d, "I think_ we
will sto~ somewhere around here for a while. There 1s a
gully right below here, and we can lead pur horses down in
· ·it and be out of sight of any one who might chance t~ C<?me
this way. We've been in very hard luck to-day, but 1t 1s a
lon11: lane that has no turn, you know."
.
The men made no reply.
They !$imply nodded, for thev were pretty well d1sheartehed at losing two or more of thei rcompanions.
They followed their leader along in silence, and the gully
.
.
.
.
1410.0n reached.
s dark as it was, Tyrrel had little difficulty m findmg
'
the ,J>Jace he had spoken of.
as where thev had been just before they rode up and
Mexican girl.
iced a ca·ve here just before dark," went on the
a lighter tone of voice. "It will make a good
ers for us while we stay around here."
]ollg are yer goin' to stay, cap?" asked one.
I kill Young Wild West and get his sweetheart
wer," was· the reply.
e goin' to stiek to it, then?"
if I have to go it alone."
you won't have to go it alone, cap," spoke up the
n{an. "You kin count on me. You've used me too
o
~ to make me go back on yer."
h I'm goin' to stay by yer, too, ' cap!" the first man
sai '"Donlt think I would leave yer. I was thinkin',
h thiit Young Wild West an' his pards is too much
,th
,
.
11r tts.' lt seems that way, don't it?"
1ght seem that way . to you, but to me 1t don t. He
running in a big streak. of luck, that's all. The
I&' for us to do if ~e meet him again when h_e's
upper hand of us 1s to be very meek and docile.
er how he piles it onto us, just take it and say
l"".'thmg. The time will come before many hours when we
will catch him napping. Then we can make up for lost
time. Three shots when they are not looking will settle
them all, you know."
"That's sp, cap," admitted the first man.
"Of cou e it is!" added the other, putting a more hopeful
:viecw on the case.
T;rrel now: struck a match and began looking around in
,
e darkness.
H~ ~ad not walked more than ten feet when he came to
the mouth of the cave.
]t was large enough for them to lead the horses in, but
ti~ was not going to do this until he made sure that it was
II !'i••ht i"' ide.
Dr~';kin!!' a limb from a sappv pine tl'e<> . h e lighten it.
a+Jd then ,~:ith the improvised torch out ahead of him, peered
, into the cave.
It was not very large, and irregular in shape.
"Well," he observed, a minute later, "I guess there arP
o mountains lions to, scratch our eyes out, or any snakes to
ite us in here, boys. We will just consider t,ns our b.eadquarters for the present."
"I reckon a little fire wouldn't be seen by any one," said
the man who had taken the more cheerful view of their
situation. "It will make it a blamed signt more comfortable here, I know."
"Go ahead and make a firP. if you w~nt to." was tl1e renlv
"Scrape awa y the leaves there so it can't spread, and I
guess it- will be all right."
.The man, whose name was Max, did so, then a fire was
.
ed.
e blaze lighted up the interior of the little cave quite
d, raking some leaves together, Tyrrel carried them
l,
in it.
Then he spread hi s blanket unnn them ancl. !av down .
"I'm sleepy, boys,'' said he. "See to the horses, wiJ.l you
'
before you·turn in."
"You bet we will, cap!" was the reply. "Go ahead."
That the villain had the utmost confidence in the men
was evident, for he was soon fast asleep.
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It was not long after that they joined him, after extin·
guishing · the fire.
Max had thought that the caotain meant to sit up and
talk over matters, or he would not have wanted to start 11
fire.
.
The three viUains slept soundly until daylight.
There was a glitter in the eyes of Tyrrel when he looked
at his two companions as they came down to the broo1!
where he had been washing himself that showed that, if
possible, he was more detennined than ever to accomplish
his foui purpose.
"Boys," said he, "we haven't anything to eat. I am
going to try and find a r.ian I can bribe to get us a stock
of provisions. You wait here."
He startecl. away on foot, for it was not much more t~n
!\._ quarter of a mile to the outskirts of the mining Calll:{>
·
,Vb.ere them were two or three shanties of miners.
Being a train robber, the villain was quite an adept at
disguises.
He put on a false be:frd and wig that he had in the pockets of the fancy velvet coat he wore, muttering as he
did so:
"That will do, I think. It is hardly likely I will run
across Young- ·wild ·west or any of his crowd."
Then he loob:•d down at the empty sheath that was hang'
ing to his belt.
"That woulcl give me al"ay, I suppose. I will hide it.
That sh e-fiend J,ng g;ot the d1gger, I suppose. Oh, if I
could only meet her now!"
With the sheath hidden from view, he started straight
for the mining camp.
In a few minutes he came npon a shanty, where a man
was busy getting his brr:ak.fast wit.h tlrn door open wide.
"Hello, strang-er!" he called out. "May I come in?"
"I reckon so,'' was the quick rep!~-. "\Vhat are yer doin'
here so early, an' without a horse? You don't belong iJ1.
Big- Flat,;, I reckon?"
"No, I don't bel0ng here. I am camped back here
a ways with some frienifa, ai:id we · ,vant some provisions.
Will you· go over to the store and get mf' what I want? If
you will, I will pay you more than you will earn to-day with
your pick and :::hovel."
"I don't know as you'll give me more tl,an I'll earn
to-day," was the reply, with a shake of the head. "I jest
scooped out about twenty dollars' worth yisterday, an' if I
do that to-day I reckon it would sorter stump yer."
"I'll give you twenty dollars if you'll, go and get the
things we want and sav nothing about my being here."
"It's a go, boss! Fork over ther money."
The man was one of the sort who was ever ready to m;1ke
money, and was not particular just how he made it.
Tyrrel gave him the money and enumerated the few
things he wanted.
.
"I'll stay here till you come back,'' said he.
"All right. 'l1iere ain't nothin' that you kin find that
you'd wan ter take, I reckon."
The miner hastened off nd in due time came back with
the articles.
"Now, r nember that you are not to mention about me
being her ," said the Wicked Wasp. "We will be in the
camp a little later, but just now we don't want it to be
.
knowrJ-,.that we are around here."
"AU--''!'ight, boss. It ain't any of my business. If you
want anyU,ing mor e, you know where to come."
Tyrrel went back to the cave in the gully and then the
.
tl1rec vilhiins had breakfast.
'l'hey passed the day there trying to make it appear that
thM· pad left the place for good.
ThP second night was put in, and when morning came the
Wicked Wa~p decided to make a move toward accomplishing his purpose.
He had not put in as good a night as the previous one,
for his dreams were of the beautiful Mexican girl he had
thrown aside.
He began to fear her more than he did Young Wild
West.
"I am not going to wait any longer," he said to his twc
men. "To-day has · got to end it all. Young Wild West and
his partners will be dead before sunset and the girl will be
mine, or else--"
"Or else what, cap?" asked Max.
"Or else I will be dead!"
"Well, I hope .it won't be you," spoke up the other man.
"Oh, it is not going to be. But there is one thing that
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bothers me more than anything else just now, and that is
that Anita, the Mexican girl, might find me and stab me
with the diamond dagger she snatched from me. I dreamed
last night that she did it."
The two men shrugged their shoulders and looked at
each other.
"I'd down her, cao, if I was lookin' when she tried any.
thin~ like that," observed Max.
"Runyon was goin' to finish her in short order when
Young Wild We'3t drop!)ed him as clean as a whistle," added
the other apprehensivel y.
"Never mind that!" exclaimed Tyrrel, with an air of impatience. "Get your horses ready and come with me."
'
They were not long in obeying. \
Then they led them out of the gully and mount"d them.
· "We will ride around to the commenceme nt of the canyon
in the rea,• of the Mexican's hotel," said the Wicked Wasp.
"Come on!".
By going in a circuitous way they got there and halted
.
in a grove close to the stable.
The villains dismounted . and then, as if it haupened just
for his benefit, Tyrrel suddenly saw Arietta trying to catch
her horse!
"Luck is going to be with me to-day!" he whispered, ex·ultantly. "There's the golden-haired girl! She is going to
be mine!"
The next moment she disappeared. but he heard the horse
running through the bushes, and, bidding ,his companions to
follow with the horses, he ran to head off the· girl.
He came upon Arietta right near the spring, and. catchinl!'
her so suddenly, she was unable to cry out before he had
seized her and clapped a hand over her mouth.
The rest was quite easy, for Max and the other man got
there in a jiffy and rendered him assistance.
Bound and gagged, Arietta was thrown over his horse in
front of him, and then the three villains made for the cave
in. the gully by the route they had come.
It never occurred to Tyrrel that their trail might be
/ollowed by the girl's lover and friends; he was so elated in
his wonderful success that he forgot everything else.
He had not been followed, but if he could have seen the
pair of dark eyes that were p~ering through the bushes a
few feet away, he would have felt a cold chill run down his
spine.
But he did not see them.
Down into the gully he went, carrying helpless Arietta as
tenderly as he could.
Tyrrel deposited her gently on a pile of leaves in the
cave.
"At last, mx pretty one!" he cried. "You are going to
be my bride, if I die for it. I thought I loved Anita, the
Mexican beauty, but when I first set eyes on you I found
how mistaken I was! You are going to be mine as soon
as I can find a clergyman to tie the knot."
Arietta could not answer, but her blue eyes flashed a look
of scorn at him.
The two followers of the Wicked Wasn stood at the mouth
of the cave, gaping at him in amazement.
They had never seen him act that way before.
"Go, one of you to each side, and watch!" he cried to
them, as it dawned upon him for the first time tbt they
had left .a plain trail behind them. "Shoot any one you see
coming!"
The men obeyed.
Then he walked out of the cave and began covering the
trail that led into the gully with leaves.
He gradually worked away from it, and when he was
something like a dozen yards from it a form crept from
the bushes and went in.
It was the Mexican gi rl!
The diamond d'.lgger was in her hand, and with two
quick strokes she severed the ropes that bound Arietta.
Then she removed the gag from her mouth.
"Follow me-hurry !" she Y,hispered.
Arietta understood.
Out of the cave they crept and up the side of the rather
steep gully.
"Go!" whispered Anita, prhting the way to her companion. "I must kill Thod Tyrrel !"
"Come with me!" said Arietta. "I will not go and leave
you here."
The Mexican ll'irl hesitated a moment, and then obeyed.

CHAPTER XI.
THE SEARCH FOR ARIETTA.

Young Wild West and his partners followed the trail
until it came to the regular beaten road that ran from Fort
Craig to Big Flats.
It so happened that the ground was very hard where the
villains left the road and proceeded to the gully.
This made it a little difficult to locate the trail.
But our three friend!i dismounted and in a fem minutes
they found it.
.
They proceeded direct to the gully.
Suddenly a rifle-shot rang out and a bullet whizzed past
·
the head of Wild.
Th~y _were riding down the crooked descent at the time,
and if it had not been that our hero's ho:r:se had made a
lurch just as the shot was fired he would surely have got
the bullet.
His quick eye caught sight of the form of a mim
ning down the gully.
It was the villain Max.
Wild raised his rifle.
Crack!
That was the last of that one!
"Only two left now," said Cheyenne Charlie grimly.
a good lookout, boys!"
They were now right in the gully, and as the
forward they caught a glimpse of a man crawli
cave.
This was the other villain who had been
with Max.
Wild leveled his rifle at the mouth of the
out:
"Come out of there, or I'll shoot!"
"Don't shoot!" was the quick reply, and then
came out, his hands raised above his head.
"Aha!" exclaimed our h~ro, as he dismount~.
is the Wicked Wasp?"
"I don't know," and the villain looked around as
expected to see him somewhere near them.
"You don't know ? "
"No! I was down there watchin', an' anothar
up there. The1· cap'n was in ther cave when he to
go on ther watch."
"And where was the young lady?"
"She was there, too."
Our three friends looked at each other.
According to the fellow's admission, ·they had. mad-? no
mistake in laying the disappearanc e of Arietta to Thod
Tyrrel.
Wild thought the man was not telling the truth whe
,
he said he did not know where Tyrrel was.
'"See here!" he said sternly, "you and Tyrrel are the
only ones left 01 your gang. Now, if you don't tell the
exact truth, you will go to join those who have gone, and
you'll go in a hurry!"
"I'm tellin' ther truth!" gasped the man, his face
pale. "What do yer want to know ? "
"Where is Thod Tyrrel ? "
"He was right there about ten P1inntes ag-0."
The look in the man's eyes to!d our hero and his friends
that he was telling the truth.
"Tak-c his knife and shooter from him and tie him up,
Jim," Wild said. "We have got to find Arietta. One thing
is certain: she can't be very far away."
While Jim was making a prisoner of the villain, Wild
went in the cave, leaving the scout to keep a wa~ch up and
clown the gully.
Almost the first thing our hero saw were some pieces of
rope lying on the floor.
It struck him instantly that they had been cut from some
captive.
.
And who could the captive have been but Arietta?
"The scoundrel has cut her louse and forced her to ·Ii
with him," he thought. "·That means that they are not fir
away, becaure the horses are here."
Young Wild West walked out of the cave.
"Arietta is not here, boys," he said. "Neither is Tyrrel.
There are the cut ropes that bound her in the cave, but she
is gone."
The prisoner seemed to be as much mystified as they
·
were.
"I ain't got ther bast idee where ther cap'n could h::.ve
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took the gal," he said. "I don't know how .he could have
got out of ther gully without either me or ther man you
.
shot seein' him."
Thit; remark gave Wild an idea.
He looked up the slanting bank on both sides of the
·
trail.
·
· Then he gave a nod.
"I see!" he cried. "There is the way they got up."
There were plain evidences of some one having passed up
the bank through the bushes.
They were bent and broken, and some vines were pulled
out by the roo_ts.
"Well," said Wild, "I don't believe there is a man livin~
who could make Arietta climb , up that bank. She's always
got good -judgment, you know, an' she kin tell whether a
feller me!lf'ls what he says or not."
This was logic, as Wild was forced to admit. .
e\Vell, there is no use of standing here," he said. "I will
b up t he bank and follow the trail; you fellows take the
s. and the prisoner on up by the way we came down.
ail is narrowed down pretty close now."
e went, finding it much easier than he thought.
ched the trail about the same time Charlie and
~red .
. _ a s only one path there, and that must be the one
assed over.
,as puzzled.
Wi
ed carefully over the ground, but was forced to
He
ge that he could find nothing that would indicate
vkno
fliat -anybody had recently passed through the bushes anywhere but over the regular trail. ·
As Jim handed the bridle-rein of his horse to him, he
turned to the prisoner agaii:i.
"Are you sure you have been telling the truth?" he asked.
"You kin shoot me dead if I ain't!" was the solemn reply.
Charlie, cut him
"Well, I must say that I believe you
·
loose."
. The scout looked a little surprised, but ' did not hesitate
to do it.
"Now, then; what is your name?"
"Preacher," was the reply.
"Wei Preacher, I want you to · go and get the horses that
o ·your gang and take them to Bjg Flats. Put
belo
e rear of the place you were going to stop at and
the
wait r us to come. Do you hear what I say?"
"Yes, -sir."
"Well, go ahead, then."
·
The man seemed to be delighted to get loose.
He hasteued back into the inilly as fast as he could go.
.
"Watch him," whispe1i'ed Wild.
Char1le and Jim moved after him with the utmost caution, while Wild rode along over the trail until he came to
,
Qle road.
·, Then he came to a halt and waited.
In a few minutes Charlie and Jim came back.
"Ther f eller has got t_her horses an' is comin' this way,"
aid the -scout. "I reckon he's goin' to do exactly as you
·
tol ftiR1 to."
since it is quite certain he don't know where
-is, t don't care what he does now. Still, if he goes
e anty hotel a nd waits for us I will feel in duty bound
o i?ive 'm },i!'. freedom."
"',.hat's right," observed Jim . "I think • the fellow is
cere, and means to d0 the right thing with us."
me on!" said Wild. "There is only one thing to do
_that is to. go back, unless there i~ a track through th~
bushes branch;ng off. They went this way, I am certain
and I am going to stick to the t rail till I find them. It may
~e that Arietta got away and t he s coundrel has been chas.
mg her."
When Witd came to th.ink of this, he began to believe that
such might be the case.
There was a possibiiity tltat Tyrrel might 'have foJJowed
the road away from the mining camp, but when Wild looked
down and saw the fresh print of a girl's ·foot in the soft
ground he knew better.
• That is, he knew Arietta had not gone that way, a.nyhow.
It was the first real evidence they had that the girl had
gone that way, and he quickly disn ounted.
A few feet the other side of t he t rnil leading into the
town the ground was stiJJ softer, ar.d t hen they found several footprints.
"There's two gals," said · Charlie. "Them tracks wasn't
made by ther rnme person. Ther shoes is different."

are.

"I was just noticing that, Charlie," answered Wild.
"There's the print of a man's foot, too. I can understand it
now, I guess."
"Well, what do you make out of it?"
Arietta and the Mexican passed this way, and they were
followed by Tyrrel."
They hastened along and soon found that the footmarks
turned upon the trail they had followed from the spring.
Every now and then they paused long enough to make
sure . that the prints were . there, ans! then they would go
ahead.
In a few minutes they came to the spring near the adobe
house.
The footprints were there in the muggy soil near the
,
water.
But instead of .following the cow-path, there were · signs
that a struggle had taken place there, and then the marks
of a man's feet and· one girl's could be seen running toward
the canyon.
Wild was beginning to get a little excited by this time.
"Something has happened," he said, looking at his partners uneasily. "I want to find Arietta pretty quick."
"Foller th.er trail, then," was Cheyenne Charlie's reply.
They did follow it, and in two or three !'ninutes were at
the brink ·of a precipice.
They then dismounted, and, kneeling to the ground, Wild
discovered blood spots.
"Something has happened," he said, with a face that was
much paler than usual.
"Yes," answered Jim Dart, looking very uneasy.
Just then they heard a voice calling them, and, turning,
beheld Juan, the peon, coming toward them.
Wild and . his partners waited for him to come up.
"What's ther matter with you?" asked Charlie.
The man was almost breathless from running.
He was very stout, anyhow, and not <!apable . of sprinting.
"Goa to de house!" he said, pointing to the adobe. "Deya
·
want you!"
Young Wild West did not wait.
He started on a run for the house, which was but a few
yards away.
l!is partners followed him, leaving their horses in charge
of the peon.
The door in the back of the adobe building was wide onen,
and as Wild rushed to it he saw Arietta lying on the floor
·
apparently lifeless.
Near her was Anita. a strange light shining in her eyeJ.
Wild stood stock-still for an instant.
"Is she dead?" he asked, as Charlie and Jim, rushed in.
"The senorita is not dead!" cried the Mexican girl.
"There is the diamond dagger, and he who tried to use it is
dead at the bottom of the stream!"
Young Wild· West knelt at Arietta's side and felt her
pulse.
CHAPTER XII.
CONCLUSION.

Arietta and the Me:x;ican girl had not been gone froni
the cave more than five minutes when Thod Tyrrel ceased in
his work of sc~ttering leaves over the trail and went back.
' It had struck him all of a sudden that it was utterlv
useless to try and hide the trail · now, so he concluded to go
in and talk to his prisoner and run the chances of being
found by her lover and friends.
But what was his surprise when he founa her missing!
The scoundrel could, scarcely believe his eyes.
With an oath, he started to look around the cave, and
almost the first thing his eyes lighted on were the bonds the
·
Mexican girl had cut from the fair captive.
Then the Wicked Wasp, as he chose to caJJ himself,
rushed to the mouth of the cave and looked in all dir cti0ns.
He saw two men standing on guard, as he had instructed
them to do, and it struck him that they were -not responsible
for the captive's release.
Then he looked at the bank al:)ove and saw something
bright and shining.
The villain gave a gasp.
It was the diamond dagger!
Anita had dropped it unknowingly as she made her way
up the bank with Arietta, and now Tyrrel saw and recog·
nized it.
He lost no time in climbing to the spot and possessing
himself with the valuable weapon.
0
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"Ah!" he exclaimed. "So It was Anita who came here
and let the golden-haired girl loose, was it? Well, I will
pursue them, and, if necessary, I will kill them both! I am
desperate now!"
Up the bank he went, reaching the top and getting away
on the path the girls had followed without being seen by
his~om~.
.
It so happened that Wild and his partners were out on
the road hunting for the trail when the girls went across it,
and as neither were making any more noise than they
could help, they did not know of the presence so close by of
the other.
He hid in the bushes and waited for them to pass.
He let them go by and then, following their footmarks, he
ran along as fast as he could.
It was not until about a hundred yards from the spring
that he overtook them.
With the fury of a lion he sprang upor1 them.
Anita turned to meet him and with blazing eyes she
felt for the dagger she had placed in her belt after cutting
the American girl loose.
It was gone!
Then she sa~ in the hand of the pursuing villain, and
shP. started to flee.
"Run for the house, senorita!" she cried. "Run!"
Arietta started to obey.
But her toe caught upon a root and she fell headlong to
the ground.
Her head struck the trunk of a tree and she was rendered
unconscious.
"Ha, ha!" cried Thod Tyrrel exultantly. "Now the time
has come, you she-fiend! You have got to die!"
"Never!" cried the Mexican girl.
With the dagger uplifted, he sprang upon her.
There was a thud as she turned to flee at the last moment,
and then down she went!
Tyrrel did not pause to even look at her.
He left the dagger sticking where it had struck, and,
picking up the unconscious form of Arietta, started straight
for the precipice that overlooked a deep stream in the canyon.
The man had now almost lost his reason.
But he had no sooner started from the spot than the
Mexican girl arose to her feet with the quickness of a cat.
Then she seized the hilt of the dagger and drew it from
her side.
"Ha, ha, ha!" she laughed. "Senor Tyrrel, you made a
mistake. The blade did not go into my flesh. It merely
went between my belt and my body, piercing my dress. The
diamond dagger was not intended to kill me; it is for you!
You, whom I now hate more than I ever loved!"
With the weapon gripped in her hand, she started after
the scoundrel.
The Wicked Wasp did not look back and see her.
She gained on him steadily.
But he had quite a start of her, and was within a dozen
feet of the brink when she caught up to him.
The left hand of the Mexican girl reached out and grasped
the unconscious girl by the axm!
There was a quick jerk and she was pulled from the grasp
of the crazed scoundrel.
The Mexican girl let Arietta drop to the ground, as the
man she hated so much stood stock-still in his tracks before
her, his eyes almost bulging from their sockets.
"Revenge!" she cried, a queer smile flitting over her
face. "Die, Senor Tyrrel! Die!"
There was a quick downward stroke of the dagger, and
the man staggered backward.
But Anita did not let go of the weapon.
She wanted that for a purpose, for at that very moment
she had ma<le up her mind to give it to Young Wild West.
Thod Tyrrel tried in vain to recover his balance.
Back he went until with a despairing cry on his lips he
went over the precipice.
The Mexican girl listened, and when she heard the splash
as his body struck the water below, she knelt to the ground
beside the unconscious Arietta and burst into a flood of
tears.
.
It was at that moment that Hop Wah and the peon cam"e
running to the spot.
"Oh, Miss Arietta!" cried the Chinaman. "Whattee matter?" .
"Help carry her to the house," said Anita. "She is not
dead."
BatwP.en the three of them they soon got her there

The.re was nobody in that part of the house, so the Mexican girl told them to go and find some one.
Hop went out the front way and Juan the back.
The latter had the best luck for he found Young Wild
West and his partners almost the first thing.
As Wild felt the pulse of his sweethea1t he found that
she was only unconscious.
She was beginning to breathe regularly, and as he bent
close to her she opened her eyes.
"Oh, Wild!" she cried. "Where am I?"
,
"Right here in the house, safe and sound, little one," he
answered joyfully.
There was a cut on her head, as Wild saw now.
He lifted her up and carried her to a lounge that was in
the adjoining room just as the landlord and his wife came
in, followed by Hop Wah.
,
They were astonished.
•
But it was soon explained to them by Anita, who seemed
to be perfectly happy now.
"So you do\vned ther measly coyote, hey?" ~saned
Cheyenne Charlie, looking at her admiringly.
"I have had my revenge!" was the reply, and then~
instant the old fire burned in the dark eyes.
"Well, I'm glad of it. Shake, gal!"
He put out his hand and she took it.
"You're made out of ther right sort of stuff ~al!" ife
added. "It are ther luckiest thing that ever h ' e.ned to
you! If that feller had never seen some one he r
better
than he did you he'd have married you, most lik ~- Then
you'd have led a dog's life till a bullet clipped lum over.
Thapk your stars, gal, thank your stars!"
Slie said nothing to this. but went into the other room
and picked up the dagger which had lain there u"'.l.touched by
any ne since she dropped it.
She carefully wiped it off and handed it to Wild.
'
"All right, Anita," answered our hero. "Since you want
me to have the diamond dagger, I will take it."
Wild found a• safe place to keep the weapon.
After the excitement had died out somewhat, Young Wiid
West and his partners went over to the shanty hotel
see if the last man of the five villains had really come the
They found him sitting -on the stoop.
Our hero beckoned to him.
"Pick out the best horse from those you brough
take a ride somewhere," he said.
"Do you mean that, Young Wild West?" gasped the
lain.
"Yes."
"All right. I thank yer fur that. But where's--"
1'Thod Tyrrel, you mean."
"Yes, sir."
"He is dead."
.
A look of relief came over the man's face.
"Who done it, if you don't mind tellin' me?"
"The Mexican girl."
"Good!"
"You think he deserved to be killed by her, then?"
"Yes. It was an awful mean thing fur him to d~to go
an' throw her aside fur a gal he oughter knywn that ,he
couldn't git. I never liked that part of the1 game .
ther very start. But Tyrrel done a whole lot fur me. 4i1'
I'm glad that it happened ther way it did. A man kin , sour
on his best f,iend when he sees him use a woman wrong..
you know."
"Yes, I believe that."
The man rode away a short time after th.'.lt and what became of him our friends never knew.
Wild and his friends remained at Big Fla'.:s another day.
Then, after selling the mining property to the Me-xican
who kent the hotel in the adobe house for a r~asonable sum,
they set out for Fort Craig.
·
Anita went with them.
The girl had little to say ~uring the journey, but she
seemed io be satisfied.
- Young Wild ·West_ took the _diamond. dagger to Weston
with him ano placed 1t among his souvemrs.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST AT
SILVER SHINE; OR, A 'i'OWN RUN BY TENDERFOOTS."
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CURRENT NEWS
Eight officers and men of the German steamship
Liebenfels, sunk in Charleston Harbor the night of
January 31, we1·e sentenced at Florence, S. C., recently to a year in the Atlanta Federal Penitentiary,
and to pay a fine of $500 each. They were convicted
of sinking a vessel in a navigable stream in violation
of the naviga ·on laws.
Paulinr Paui Parthenae, known as the world's
·on Holstein cow, owned by . J. Schaefer of
tt 1, Wis., is dead, aged thirteen years. Aortem showed she had swallowed a darning
e, and that it worked its way to her heart.
· Two yea ''.'l ago the cow produced 2,888 pounds of
·
butter in twelve months.
1

The National Assembly of Panama has passed

inution, dropping from 8,500,000 pounds in 191~1915, to 3,300,000 last year. 'l'hough the wo1~ld s
consumption of tea has tripled in the last th_irty
years, the production of tea in Ghina has remamed
almost stationary.
Flying fishes may be caught in this manner if
one happens to find himself surrounded by a schoel
of them. A variety of baits are employed in their
capture--bits of red bunting, small spoon baits and
artificial minnows and flies-the most taking being
a large red fly and a small gilt minnow, but all the
baits mentioned are effective. In following the minnow through the water the fish will open both pectoral fins and poise itself for a rush at it. Spreading
the wings also has the effect of checking progress
if its suspicions are aroused by a near inspection of
the bait. When hooked it proves very game, taking
out several yards of line in its first rush and often
making a flight in the air with line and all.

w authorizing the President of the republic
to enter into an· agreement with the United States
· for the construction of roads and railroads. iEach
of the two governments is to bear the expense
A new waterproof fabric has been introduced in
equally. The roads, etc., constructed under this
law are to be managea and maintained by a com- France and is proving very satisfactory for hospital sheetings, etc., as well as for waterproof garmission composed of Panamans and Americans.
ments. Very thin slices of cork are cut from the
"Eat plenty of sauerkraut and get lots of sleep." block by special machinery, according to the Journal
That's the recipe for a long life of l\1rs. Anna Miller, of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry which deof Lancaster, 0., who celebrated her one hundredth scribes the special proce~s. These slices are placed
birthday anni,·ersary by dancing a minuet with a in chemical baths to remove the resinous parts which
great-great-grandc hild. Mrs. Miller was born in make the cork more or less brittle. After this treatGermany and came here in 1830. She has lived on ment the cork sheets may be folded or bent witha farm near here for eighty-seven years. She has out breaking. They are then attached on both sides
five children, twenty-six grandchildren, twenty-one to layers of cloth, and the resultant material is not
great-grandchildre n, and two great-great-grandc hil- only very light but porous, thus providing for ventilation. It is said to be desirable in every way as
dren.
waterproof fabric.
Russia's Arctic railway, known as the Murman
R · way, is now complete, and the first trains have
A battle royal was fought between two buck deer
run over it to the Murman coast, in the snow- in Price County and both died. They left a mend ice-bound regions of Russia's Far North. mento of the battle in the shape of two pairs of
c!a
The length of the line from Petrograd to Alexan- tightly locked antlers, which were found the day
<,iron.k, the northern terminal, is 930 miles. The following the battle by J. Lebal, a timber cruiser
road follows the main line railway from Petrograd of Kennan. The antlers were sent to Martin
to Perm as far as Zvanka, 75 miles east of Petro- Francken of De Pere, Wis., to be mounted, and he
grad, where it turns north to Soroka and Kem, both has just completed the work. While cruising the
ports on the White Sea. Thence it continues north- pine forest of Price County, Lel-.:;:l-1 <'ame upon a
,,·estward via Kandalaksha, at the most westerly place where the turf had been trampled. He folpoint of the White Sea, to Kola and Alexandrovsk. lowed the tracks and came upon the two deer with
their horns firmly locked. The carcasses had been
eaten as far as the shoulders by wolves, but the
exThe world's production of tea in 1915-1916
were in perfect condition. Francken says he
heads
Inrecorded.
years
other
all
of
figures
the
ceeded
dia, Ceylon and Java produced 100,000,000 pounds has been mounting deer heads for eighteen- years
more than in the previous year, the Indian harvest and as never seen anything like this. He found
alone surpassing that of 1914-1915 by 55,550,000 great difficulty in working, as he could not separate
pounds. Shipments from Java reached 96,000,000, the antlers. The bucks were five and six years old.
an increase of 12,000,000 pounds over the previous Lebal says the larger one threw the smaller one over
years. Shipments from China showed a steady dim- its head and broke its own neck in the act.

a
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PLUCK AGAINST LUCK
OR

THE BOY WHO WOULD NOT GIVE UP
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTE.R XIX (Continued).
So, on the whole, Bob had begun to feel that fate
had not been so unkind to him, after all. He devoted his energies wholly to the furthering of the
White Star interests.
John Kennard now proved to be his right bower.
His thorough knowledge of mining and his winning
personality made it possible for Bob to restore faith
largely in the White Star Company.
The Blue Belt Company was in an inactive state.
ts shaft was abandoned and falling to decay. One
day Bob was on his way to his office when, alighting
from a car, he came face to face with Bert Clark.
Bob could never have known him but for a certain
expression of his eyes. The change that had been
wrought in Clark was most astounding.
His complexion was sallow and his face drawn.
His eyes were deep-set and furtive. His dress was
shabby in the extreme. He was plainly on the downward path.
His eyes gleamed in a snaky way as he saw Bob.
For a moment he hesitated and ,then put out his
hand.
"Hello, Cutter! Are you going to pass me by
because I am in hard luck?"
Bob hesitated only a moment.
"I will say that I am sorry for you," Bert," he
replied.
"Do you mean that?"
"Yes."
· "I'm down and out, all right," said Clark, with a
bitter ring in his voice. "You finished me, all right."
"I finished you t:' echoed Bob. "What do you
'nean ?"
"Can't you see it? I owe my downfall to you."
"I fail to see it," replied Bob, stiffl: 1 • "I had
nothing to do with it."
"Oh, yes, you did!"
"In what manner?"
"Didn't you refuse to let me in on the White Star
when my interests in the Blue Belt failed to pan out?
If you had sold out to me then I'd have been all
right now."
"Why should I have sold out to you?" demanded
Bob, quietly. "You were doing all in your power
to ruin me. It was your father's purpose and yours.
It is your dissipation and your plunging that has
proved your ruin."

Clark bit his lips and shifted his
ground.
"Well," he said, in a whimpering tone, "I'~ ®'
all right, and it isn't hardly right or square to ·li
a man in that condition."
"That is far from my purpose," said Bob.
shall certainly do nothing to harm you. · If .the
chance offered, I might help you. But beyond that r
I do not wish to have anything to do with him."
Clark was silent a moment. When Bob started
to n;i.ove away, however, he put out his hand and
said:
"Wait a moment! Are you willing to call bygones
bygones and give me help? I'd like to go West. I
still own the title to Blue Belt. I am willing to
enter your employ and manage both mines for you
and for myself."
"I cannot do that," replied Bob. "Mr. Kennard
has charge of my interests there."
"Just as I thought. You won't make friends or
give me a chance."
"Wait," said Bob, quickly. "I will do this for
you, Bert. If you will give up dissipation and promise to work faithfully, I will advise Mr. Kennard
to give you a position and also to help you develop
what there may be in the Blue Belt mine."
Cla1·k's eyes glittered, and he reflected a moment.
"All right," he said. "I'll take you at your word.
I'll drop into your office this afternoon."
"Very well," said Bob. "Understand, though, that
I am not acknowledging any obligation to do this. ,
I am doing no more for you than I would do for any
other who has suffered misfortune."
"All right," said Clark, with a shrug. "I see you
still feel hard toward me. But I'll prove o you that
I am not so bad as you think I am."
"If you can do that," said Bob, frankly. "+'11 call
the past nothing, and we will be friends."
He held out his hand. But Clark's grasp was
weak and his hand cold and flabby. Bob went on
to his office. Mr. Kennard was there, and Bob told
him of the incident.
Kennard knitted his brows. ,
"You are just like your father, Bob Cutter," he
said. "He had a heart of gold. You can forgive
your enemies, but I could not. HoweYer, you .may
be right. I'll do my best by the young chap. But
that don't alter my opinion of him, and I shall watch
him. I think he is a bad sort."
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"Well," said Bob, in a breath ·of relief, "we will
ive him a chance. If you see any treachery--"
"I shall know what to do."
"Very good. Now, Kennard, I've lately made up
my mind to a new move."
"What?"
"I'm going out to Lodestone and put in some time
in personal supervision of my mine."
"Very good. I shall go with you."
"Certainly. I have not yet decided to re-issue the
depreciated stock or float any of it on the market.
Before I do such a thing I want to make sure that
the mine can "'-ositively earn a good dividend. I
shall not. put an}thing on the market that I cannot
back honestly and fairly with my word. I never
cheated any one in my life, and I never will."
"If every one did business on that principle," said
ennard, warmly, "what a fine world this would be."
Just then there came a rap on the door. Bob
tu.med in his chair.
CHAPTER XX.
STARTLING NEWS.

Bob called out loudly:
"Come in!"
The office door opened. A man of rather stout
build crossed the threshold. He glanced at Bob and
Kennard and then hesitated.
Bob was surprised, as he recognized the visitor
as Wentworth, the lawyer. For a moment there
was silence. Kennard leaned back in his chair. He
· ad never seen Wentworth before and did not know
him.
. Bob was the first to speak.
"What can I do for you, sir?"
"Mr. Cutter," said Wentworth, with an oily manner, "I have called to express my sympathy for your
great loss in the death of Mr. Blake." ·
The lawyer stood smiling and rubbing his hands
in -an expressive way.
"I knew him well as an honored and talented
"Such a man
&,.m!lilu:;~1· of the bar," he continued.
·
may well be missed in any community."
"You have spoken truly," said Bob, quietly. "I
felt that I had lost my dearest friend."
"He was such," said Wentwqrth, "hut he has only
gone to that bourne which must claim us all sooner
or later. I have called to see yo_u upon a private
matter."
Kennard bowed to Bob and started for the door.
"I will see you in half an hour, M:r. Kennard,"
said Bob.
The Westerner went out and Wentworth sank
into a chair. He mopped perspiration from his
brow. He seemed somewhat agitated and ill at ease.
"Now, Mr. Wentworth," said Bob, quietly, "what
can I do for you?"
The lawyer coughed and grew somewhat r'ed. But
he stammered :
"lt is a somewhat difficult matter to explain," he

said. "I-that is-you recall the last conversation
we had, in which I informed you that I had severed
all relations with young Clark?"
.
"I do."
"Just so. If you remember, I then offered my
services to you and stood ready to assist you in
defeating his malicious plot against you."
"I have not stood in need of your assistance."
"Perhaps not. But you owe all to me in the fact
that he is to-day unable to do you furth-er harm
financially. I am the one responsible for his downfall in Wall street. I am asking no recompense
from you for this. But I would like to convince you
that I am your friend and well-wisher."
Bob sat quite still and looked at the speaker. 'In
that moment he was able to read his crawling,
treacherous nature like a printed book.
"I see," he said, finally. ·" You want me to believe
that you, as the agent of Bert Clark's downfall, have
done me, indirectly, a great favor ."
"Well, yes," spluttered Wentworth. "That is to
say-I am asking no reward. Only-that is the
case."
"Just so. Probably I would never have known
this," said Bob, satirically. "You are indeed singularly' generous, Mr. Wentworth. and I suppose I
ought to feel grateful to you. Will you kindly explain to me how you accomplished Bert Clark's
·
downfall in Wall street?"
Wentworth's eyes snapped eagerly.
"Ey revealing his system and by giving warning
of his intended moves," he said, gleefully. "I tell
you, he went down like a ten-pin."
'·'Exactly. It must have been gratifying to you."
"Well, I can truthfully say that it was," agreed
Wentworth. "He turned me down, and certainly
turn about is fair play."
"Precisely. Now what am I expected to do for
you as a reward for this great service?"
Wentworth rubbed his hands softly.
"Perhaps it is not worth while to consider that,"
he said. "I ask no reward. But-as Mr. Blake is
dead, it would give me great honor to act as your
legal adviser in the same confidential capacity you
accorded him. As a lawyer, you need only look
up my record. As a friend, I will pledge my
honor."
Bob wheeled in his chair and consulted a file of
papers. P1·esently he selected one and offered it
to Wentworth.
"Read that," he said. "It is a full account of the
Stock Exchange report in regard to the causes of
Clark's failure. It does not mention you as one
of the causes."
Wentworth flushed scarlet.
"Why, of course not," he spluttered. "That would
not be a matter of record."
"Oh, I see. Well, now supposing I accepted you
as my legal adviser, how do I know that you would
not some time play the traitor with me, as you
have with Clark?"
(To be continued.)
I
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FACTS WORTH READING
GIVES 100 CORDS OF WOOD FOR BUSHEL OF
POTATOES.
Lewis P. Knight, a lumber dealer of Naples, Me.,
recently gave 100 cords of wood to George McVane
in exchange for a bushel of potatoes. This is the
highest price yet recorded in Maine.

The order from the War Department says: "The
Secretary of War authorizes the discharge of all enlisted men of the National Guard who have families
dependent upon them, members who would, while
serving in Federal service, be entitled to the comforts provided by the act of Congress approved
August 29, 1916, whether they desire to be disMICE-CATCHING ONE OF THE DIVERSIONS IN charged or not."
Though the act referred to includes ottly men who
TRENCHES.
A young officer, son of General Spingardi, former \Vere married and employed on June 18, 1916, the orminister of war, writes that in his part of the front der is taken to apply to all members of the Guard.
the trenches are overrun with mice. "We have devised," he writes, "a splendid system for catching
HOW THE FISH JUMPS.
these little pests. We cut the corner off a sack and
To understand how the fish makes his wonderful
prop it _open, putting inside cheese. We hide ourselves and watch the mice entering through the leap in the air one must understand his manner of
hole. At the opportune moment we pull a string extraordinary locomotion, and at the base of this
which suddenly closes the hole. We rush to see lies structure. In general the fish body is irreguwhat a bag we have made and sometimes we have larly spindle-shaped; the greatest bulk is toward one
end-the head-and the back, or dorsal, side of the
foun(l as many as 200 tiny prisoners."
creature is broader and heavier than the under, or
side. Thus the center of gravity in the
ventral,
MADE HIS OWN MONEY.
toward the head and back. Two sets of
is
body
Whenever Charles E. Butler, negro, night janiof the swimming equipment, the caudal,
part
are
fins
tor at the United States mint, San Francisco, needed
fins being vertical, while the pecanal
and
dorsal
a little extra change, he would go into the money
pairs of fins are more or less horiventral
and
toral
press 100m, Federal detectives say, put a little silver
added that the body is supplied
is
it
When
zontal.
into the mould and make a few half dollars. Butler
it about the same weight,
render
to
air-sack
an
with
was arrested by a Secret Service operative who
that the entire bodyand
water,
as
bulk,
for
bulk
had been detailed to find out who had been tamper, the machinery
spring;?·
and
muscular
compact,
is
ii~g with the machinery of the press.
complete.
fairly
is
locomotion
of
The small quantity of silver taken was not missed,
The principle used in swimming is that of the
although he made money, the officers said, every
used to scull a boat, or the paddle used simioar
for
service
government
the
night. He had been in
with a canoe, or that of the muskrat's flat tail,
larly
twenty-three years.
or the snake in motion either on land or in water.
For the most part, the fish's propeller is his broad
MEN WITH FAMILIES DEPENDENT UPON tail. The fins, and more especially the horizontal
THEM MUST LEA VE. THE GUARD.
pairs (pectoral and ventral), have merely a balancEvery enrolled man in the National Guard who ing and steering function and chiefly the former
has dependents whom he might not be able to sup- They serve to keep the end-reavy spindle from upport in time of war probably will be discharged from ending and also from turning wrong-side up, says
the service during the next few days. Orders to that the St. Nicholas. That is, a fish deprived of his
effect from the War Department were received at pectoral and ventral fins would end to stand on his
Governor's Island and the adjutant general's office head and also to turn over on h s back. In short,
at Albany recently.
the motive power comes from the strong, lithe tail
National Guard officials estimate that between and back part of the body, which is wagged from
2,500 and 3,500 of the 22,000 enlisted men in the side to side, smiting with its :Qat plane, straightenState will be affected by the order. They say that ing out and shooting the body forward. But the fish
no man who has a wife, mother or children without has the oar entirely outclassed for the supple body
other means of livelihood than his salary will be al- takes the position of a reverse curve that, traveling
lowed to remain in the Guard, whether he desires to in a wavering course, curving and recurving, allows
the tail and also the dorsal and anal fins to strike
remain or not.
Company and regimental officers will begin at the water flat and hai·d without the drag of the oar.
once to weed out such men, but every case will be Thus in his wriggling he slaps and pries himself
carefully investigated. This will be done to prevent onward; and because the water offers slight resistany man obtaining his release through · false repre- ance to his pointed body, he progresses with marvelous ease and agility.
sentations.
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OUT FOR HIMSELF
-OR-

THE HARD FIGHT OF JACK CLARK
By "PAWNEE JACK"
(A SERIJ\L STORY}
i-Iis name is Hayes, and he will ferret out the gang
in short order. As the weather is warm in the
city Cicely and I will take a run up to Woodville
STANDING HIS GROUND.
response to your kind invitation for a few days'
in
•
"It':, of .no use," protested the miller. "I am a visit in the country. With kind regards,
"Your friend,
--marked man. I tell you my plan is the only one.
"WILLIAM WHITE."
~ive me your word that you will stand by me in this
trouble."
Jack felt a secret thrill of pleasure. He thought
Jack felt almost giddy and faint from the excitement of the strange affair. But there was not of the joy of seeing Cicely, and for some moments
one particle of fear in his make-up. He hesitated it overshadowed all else. When he went home he
told his mother of the expected guests, and Mrs.
but a moment.
It was no light question to decide. A gang of Smith at once made preparations to receive them.
secret blackmailers and assassins were making a
The next day there alighted at Woodville a man
victim of the miller. After his departure Jack must of rather stout build and genial features. He was
face them and the danger of death in the dark. But dressed plainly, and might have been taken for a
he held out his hand.
lumber buyer.
"I will run this business until you return, Mr.
But when he walked into the mill office Jack knew
Jackson," he said. "You may depend upon me."
at once who he was.
At first Jack Clark was disposed to regard Jack"Mr. Hayes!" he exclaimed.
ilOn as an arrant coward to flee his foes. His own
"That is my name," said the detective, with an
principle would have been to meet them with a affable bow. "I understand you have some work
counterplot.
for rrie here."
But he realized that Jackson was a man of slight
"Yes," replied Jack.
resources, and lacked self-reliance and the ability
Then he gave the story in detail to the deteotive,
to cope with a desperate gang like the Black Heart. who listened attentively. When Jack had finished
So it might be, after all, that his plan was the he said:
best.
"I know them well. It is the Shad Carter gang.
In any event, the miller disappeared. The next They worked the same game over in New York
day Jack was kept busy informing people that Mr. State. They always pick an impressionable subject.
on had gone away on a trip, and it was not I reckon Mr. Jackson is a man of nervous temperaJ
known -When he would return.
ment."
But Jack kept the business straight. He met the
"Exceedingly," replied Jack. "I am glad you
indebtedness and the pay-roll with regularity. For
the gang. It will not seem such a difficult
know
some days after the miller's departure matters went
,,
to round them up."
matter
on smoothly.
is necessary,"
that
all
is
that
Shad
get
we
"If
Then things began to happen.
one and hard
slippery
a
is
he
"But
Hayes.
replied
But Jack was on his guard. He did not tell his
handle."
to
mother or Emily about the affair. He knew that
"Yet you are hopeful?"
their anxiety would distress them.
"Oh, yes. I am glad to undertake the work, of
But Jack wrote to Mr. White, at Concord, a detailed account of the affair. The result was a reply course. Now I want you to assist me by observing a line of conduct."
as follows:
"Very well," agreed Jack.
"You doubtless will h ar from the gang. They_
"MY DEAR JACK-Your welcome letter is at hand,
and ·while it gives myself and Cicely some anxiety may try to intimidate you. I advise you to go armed.
for your safety, we must admit that your course is Pay no heed to their importunities, and if you sight
the right one to pursue. I shall send you a detective one of them, drop him with a bullet."
Jack made a wry face. The thought of killing a
who is without a peer in this part of the country.
CHAPTER XIII.
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m an ,ms not to him the most pleasant of things.
The detective smiled.
"It is a case of your life or the other man's," he
said. "It is self-defense or justifiable homicide."
"Very well," agreed Jack. "I will carry out your
orders."
"Now, I shall drop out of sight. You will not
see me again until the gang is rounded up. Do
you see?"
"Yes."
"Very good, Mr. Clark. I wish you gooJ-day."
The detective left the office. And from that moment he seemed to vanish into thin air. He was
seen no n:1ore for the present.
•
In the afternoon Mr. White and Cicely arrived.
Jack found an hour in the latter part of the day
to deYote to them. It seemed as if Cicely had
grown fairer than ever.
"On my word, Jack," said Mr. White, "I believe
I am happier than when I could count a million. I
have a cozy little home in Concord, and Cicely is
with me all the time. We are very happy. I am
done with the cares of a business life."
·
"I am glad to know that you are contented," said
Jack, cheerily. "On the other hand, I am in quest
of the million which you have lost."
"You are young and ambitious," said the exbanker. "I wish you all success. You have the
spirit and the ability, Jack."
Jack managed to get a short conversation with
Cicely. Then he returned to his .office. When he
reached there he was met by Preston, the foreman,
.whose face was troubled.
"Mr. Clark," he said, "something is going on
around here which I don't like."
"Ah," asked Jack in surprise, "what is it?"
"Well, early this afternoon we started to use the
circular saw. The teeth were nipped from it and
the journals were smashed."
Jack gave a start.
"How did it happen?"
"Nobody knows; but I fancy it is the work of
somo person who has a revengeful motive."
"Indeed! Was this all?"
"No; the gate-posts of the big flume have been
sawed. I have caused braces to be placed at the
gate, or there would be a flood."
"Scoundrelly work!" exclaimed Jack, tensely.
"Who can have done it?"
·
The foreman shook his head.
"The men are uneasy. They are a superstitious
crowd, you know, and some of them think it is the
work of a supernatural agency."
"Nonsense! Give them a good lecture, Preston.
There is a new saw in the crate up-stairs. Set it
up at once. Have the upper flume closed until new
posts can be set in. Then see that no stranger
enters the mill or yard until further orders."
The foreman disappeared, and Jack paced up
and down the office. He was thus e_n gaged when
some object struck the window glass a d crashed

thrOU£"h.

,

It fell on the floor almost at Jack's feet. The boy
picked it up and gave a start.
.
It was a heavy steel nut. To it was tied a bit of
paper. At once Jack hastened to examine and read
it. To his surprise it was addressed to him.
"To JACK CLARK-It will be well for you hereafter to keep a silent tongue in your head. Any
attempt to evade tribute will be fatal to you. One
thousand dollars is demanded at once. It must be
secretly and safely brought to the flat rock on Wood
Hill and left there. Compliance with this order
will save your life. Refusal will mean death!
"(Per order)
BLACK HEART."

Jack smiled and coolly walked to the window.
No living being was in sight. The men were all
busily at work in the yard beyond, fol', though he
could not see them, he heard their axes.
The missile had taken a pane of glass clean out
of the sash. Jack carefully folded the note a1,1d
the steel object in his handkerchief and stowed it
away in his pocket.
Then he loosened his pistol in his coat pocket and,
stepping out through the door, looked keenly about.
Jack did not know at that moment but that he
might receive a bullet.
Jack walked around the building. It was all open
land on the other side as far as the river. There
was no hiding-place, and the thrower of the missile
could not have gone in that direction.
This narrowed the field down to the lumber pile
in front of the office. Jack walked boldly toward it.
He passed between the piles of lumber. He saw
man walking leisurely along the farther side with
an ax on his shoulder.
Jack knew him for one of the sawyers. He called
to him:
"Hello, Jenkins! Come over here!"
The sawyer turned and approached. He had a
clear, open countenance, and Jack looked in vain
for a trace of guilt.
"Did you see any one loafing around this lumber
yards this morning?" asked Jack, sharply.
·
Jenkins looked surprised.
......., .__
"No, sir," he replied. "Mr. Preston gave orders
to let no one but the mill hands in here."
"Where have you been?"
"I've just been over to the ..shop to get my ax
ground."
Jack looked piercingly at the fellow. Then he
turned back to the office. On the way he knit his
brow and did some thinking.
"There's one thing sure," he mused. "Some human hand threw this object through the window.
That person must have been near by. There is a
traitor among the mill help. That Jenkins may
have told the truth. Never mind. My eyes are
wide open and nothing shall escape me. I · can see
that there is a hard fight ahead fof me. But Shad
Carter and his gang will not get one penny of
ex1
tortion money from me-not if they kill me !"
(To be continued.)
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'TJMEL Y TOPICS
SUIT MADE FROM PEAT FIBER?
A process is stated to have been perfected in
Sweden for the manufacture of a strong textile
material from peat fiber. The inventor, an engineer
named J egeaus, began to study this process twenty
years ago, but was hampered by the fact that the
manufacture was much too costly, so that he was
1
· unable to turn his ideas to any practical use. Induced by war conditions, however he resumed his
experi!nents, and has now succeeded in making dress
mii,tenals from peat on a large scale.
The prices of these fabrics are said to be some.hat lower than those for artificial ·wool, and the
durability great. The inventor himself and several
other persons are already wearing "peat" clothing,
and a factory for the working of the process is
about to be erected.
GIRLS SELL HUMAN BONES.
After a three days' city-wide search the police
of Lafayette, Ind., located Anna Gray and Elsie
Bushman, each nine years old, ·who sold human
,bones among a bunch of other bones and rags to
uscar Winski, a junk dealer.
The girls led the Coroner and police officials to a
point on the Wabash River, where they made the
gruesome find. Coroner U. F. McBride is of the
opinion that the bones were not old ones and that
they had been washed up on the river bank.
Mrs. John Wyorz of Oxford, whose husband disappeared from their home early in December, visited police headquarters. The bones are those of a
person about 5 feet 6 inches tall, the height of her
missing husband. Some are of the opinion that the
'bones are those of some one who was murdered and
the body thrown into the river.
SALVATION ARMY FOR WAR.
The Salvation Army has offered its brigades to
i1e service of Uncle Sam. At a conference of the
department and provincial chiefs of a ll districts
east of the Mississippi, held at national headquarters, 122 West Fourteenth street, New York. It
was agreed that the army wou!-l pnt its full strength
into the war with Germany. At least $50,000 is to
be raised for preliminary wo;·k.
Commander Evangeline Dooth made a speech exilolling President Wilson's "wise patience and ceaseless searching for a means of mediafrm, so fa lsely
construed a:c; cowardice." 1 ow that the die had been
cast, l\Iiss B0oth mid, it behooved evC';·y citizen of
the Unit?d Stat"s to stand back of the. Preride;.lt.
Colonel Edward Justis Parker vtas appointed war
secretary for the army. Colonel William Evans of
the Ohio. Kentucky and Southern provinces, Colonel
Albert Kimball of the Michigan and Indiana prov-

•

inces and Colonel Adam Giffor d of the New Eng.
land provinces were present.
Major Jessie McKean was appointed secretary for
women's war work. Ambulance units will be arranged and rest rooms will be established at soldier:s'
training camps. The army's special job h ere, as m
England, will be to keep soldiers fo touch with their
families:
COMETS ONCE THOUGHT TO PORTEND
GRAVE EVENTS.
Plenty of people now li ving will remember the
enormous sensation made by the great comet of
1861, the appearance of which was believed by
many to have relation to the outbreak of war between the North and South. It was certainly a
"whopper." At one time its tail extended above
the horizon to within a short distance of the Pole
Star, so that it overspread about one-sixth of the
·
visible heavens.
The comet of 1811 was t aken by Napoleon to be
a sign of the success of his contemplated invasion
of Russia, though subsequent event s indicated that
it must have portended disaster to his own armies.
It was extraordinarily bright, and astronomers have
estimated that its head alone was 1,250,000 miles
in diameter, while behind it extended a tail 130,000,000 miles long. This comet, if cosmic forces do not
wipe it out meanwhile, will appear again in the
year 4876. Most of us, unfortunately, will not be
here to see it.
One of tl:ie first great comets mentioned in history
was seen in western Asia, B.C. 064, when Nebuchadnezzar was on his way to the conquest of . Palestine,
remarks the Philadelphia Ledger. The Jews of the
t ime regarded it as a portent of the speedy downfall
of their kingdom. In the year 66 A.D., according
to Josephus, a "star shaped like a sword" hung over
Jerusalem for a whole year before the beginning
of the great war which ended in the destruction of,
the city of Titus and the annihilation ·of the Jewish
state.
., Sixty-eight years later another comet appeared,
.i ust at the beginning of the great rebellion led by
Bar Chochedas, which resulted in the slaughter of
half a million of the Jews by the }:toman armies and
the complete dispersion of Israel among the natio:1s.
It is related in the history books that during the
whole course of that war was to be seen the spectacle
in the heavens of armies forming and laying siege
to phantom cities.
It has been rec.lrnned by af.tronomers that the c,1 tire tail of the comet of 1811, already ment1011e:l,
130,000,000 miles long, mig·ht have been p~tck"i in
a portmanteau of moderate size. Of course filmy
substance are the tails of comets composed.
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to roost high to escape his far-reaching hands.
Whenever night overtook them this drummer had a
good supper provided for himself. On one occasion
NEW YORK, MAY 11, 1917.
he had raked in a couple of turkeys and had put
them into his drum for convenience in carrying.
When the regiment was halted for the night, the
TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
colonel immediately ordered dress. parade,. and the
drummers were expected to beat up. The forager
.06 Cents
Slnglo Copies . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . • • •
his drumsticks go, but the quick-eyed colonel
made
.75 Cents
One Copy Three l\lonths • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . •
noticed that he was not drumming. "Adjutant,"
1.50
One Copy Six Months . . . • . . • . • . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • •
8.00
One Copy One Year . . . • . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . • • • • . • •
said the cqlonel, "that man isn't drumming. Why
POSTAGE FREE
ain't he drumming?" The adjutant stepped up to
HOW TO SEND lltOXEY- .At our risk sen d P. 0 . Mone y
him, saying, "Why ain't you drumming?" "BeOrder. Clleck or Regi ste red Letter ; remi tta nce~ in an y otb er
way are at your ris k. \\'e a cce pt P ost age S tamps tbe same as
cause," said the quick-witted drummer, "I have got
cash. When seuding ~nve r wrap the Coin in a separate piece
or paper to avoid cutting th e e n vel ope. Write your name and
turkeys in·my drum, and one of 'em is for the
two
address plainly. Address let ters t o
colonel." The adjutant went back, and the colotlel
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher,
asked, "What is it?" "Why, he says he has got tw9
166 West 23d St., New York
turkeys in his drum, and one of 'em is for the
colonel." Up to this point the conversation had been
carried on in a low voice, but when the adjutant
reported, the colonel raised his voice so that all
A Russian newspaper is now being published at could hear: "What! sick is he? \Vhy didn't he say
Trebizond, in Armenia, one of the cities conquer.ed so before? Send him to bis tent at once."
by the Russians in their advance against the Turks
last year.
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Good Current News Articles

The few firms of British dye manufacturers have
made enormous profits since the beginning of the
war. The r eport of one of them shows that the
value of its shares has risen from '$2 to $300. The
value of the stock held by one stockholder who was
declared bankrupt before the war, jumped to $425,000. Before the war the stock was worth about
$3,500.
Nettles, considered useless weeds before the war,
are now being collected in Germany in large quantities for textile purposes. A society for the use
of nettle fibers has been formed, and has already
collected 1,650 tons of dried nettle stalks in its
main storerooms, in addition to collections in its
branch establishments. All th'rough Prussia locai
authorities are promoting the collection of nettles
and establishing central stations. Interest in nettle
gathering is also being manifested in other states
of Germany.
Rigid censorship on the correspondence of men
on the ships in the American navy has been put into
effect. Only postal cards with printed sentences to
be filled out are permitted. Everything else is eliminated. This censorship rule was revealed recently
,vhen one of the cards was received from one of
the ships. It read merely, "I am quite well. I have
received no letter from you lately." Other sentences
which are printed on the cards, such as "I have
been wounded" or ' 1I am in the hospital," were
scratched out.

Gri~s. c;lnd Chuckles
The Englishman-I understand you Americans
elect all your rulers by ballot. The American-Yes;
all but our wives.
"I pay as I go," replied the pompous citizen. "Not
while I'II1 running these apartments," declared the
janitor. "You'll pay as you move in."
Mrs. Bacon-There is a new hygienic rolling-pin
on the market, and they are said to be harmless.
Mr. Bacon-I don't believe any rolling-pin harmless
if used as a missiie.
Afwasherwoman applied for help to a gentleman,
who gave her a note to the manager of a ce~tain
club. lt read as follows: "Dear Mr. X.: l iris
woman wants washing." Very shortly aftenvard
the answer came back: "Dear sir: I dare say shfl
does, but I don't fancy the job."
"He shared his umbrella with her on a rainy day,
and now they are married." "That's the way it
goes," replied the cynic. "I have no doubt he started
out merely with the idea of keeping her dry for a
few minutes, and now he'll probably have to keep a
·
roof over her head for the rest of his life."

Fortune Teller-You may, in time, make a good
income, but you will never be rich. Young ManEh? Why not? "You are not saving. You are
wasteful." "My! my! I'm afraid .that is true. You
During the Civil War one of the drummers, while have a wonderful grit. How did you know I was
the regiment was on the move, had a penchant for wasteful?" "You have just wasted a dollar getting
foraging on his own account, and the chickens had your fortune told."
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THE MANIAC SMUGGLER
By Alexander Armstrong.
For years and years the government endc:wored
vainly to put down smuggling, which was systematically carried on all along the coast of Long Island,
and nearly the entire front of the eastern States.
But it is with one gang of these fellows, who made
the Long Island shore their headquarters, that we
have to do.
They owned a lugger, in which they made frequent excursions, sometimes even venturing out to
sea. The crew was under the direction of Sandy
13m, as he was usually called, his proper name being
William Jackson.
'fhe operations of this gang were very extensive,
but so well conducted were its affairs that the revenue officers were unable to make a specific charge
.against them. But at last the government aroused
'tself, and began taking more energetic steps for
the suppression of such gangs.
Lieutenant Stone and four men were appointed
as a patrol of that portion of the coast which had
so long been made the scene of Sandy Bill's exploits.
It was a sunny afternoon in the month of August,
nd the revenue officer's boat, a little, clean-cut
loop, was dashing through the waters of the Sound;
near the mast stood Lieutenant Stone and young
Harry Roberts, who, though yet in his teens, was
doing good work for Uncle Sam.
These two were in consultation as to the individuality of a small,. cat-rigged craft that was standing
cross their bow toward the shore.
"There's a ship in the offing," said Harry, "and I
half believe that fellow yonder is Sandy Bill."
"My own opinion," said Lieutenant Stone. "Port
your helm, and run for that cat-rigged lugger!"
In a moment the graceful Sylph, as the sloop was
called, dashed gayly on her new course.
On nearing the suspicious craft, Lieutenant Stone
1rthat it contained a man, a woman, and a girl of
some seventeer. or eighteen. He had never encountered the smuggler captain, but from descriptions he
d received, he felt sure that he was in his presence.
"Boat ahoy!" said Stone.
"What do you want?" was the gruff reply.
"I vvant to overhaul your craft."
"I won't let you," was the irritating, disrespectful
reply.
"By thund~.r , you shall!" cried the angry officer.
Turni ng quickly al::out, he gave a few orders, and the
ylph went ..flying toward the lugger, alongside of
hich she gently glided.
"Keep off!" shouted Bill. "Keep off, I say!"
Stone would not let anything deter him, and at
nee jumped on board, followed by Harry.
Jumping to his feet, Bill drew a knife and warned
them back with ang-ry menaces; but a simultaneous
rush by the two officers and the knife was dashed
from his hand. Nothing daunted, Bi.i:, who in size
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and strength was little short of a giant, struggled
with desperation.
In the conflict they all approached the side of the
craft., making her careen badly ; they were notified of
their danger by shrill cries from the women, but en- .,
gaged in an exciting fight they heeded them not; a
sudden yawing of the craft, and a sea beueath her
side a c this critical moment, and the contents of the
boat and its occupants were all tumbled in the water.
Each one sought his own safety, and five minutes
later Stone and Harry, having been picked up by the
Sylph, glanced around in quest of the others. Bill
was seen striking manfully out toward where a fem::i.le head was bobbing on the surface, but ere it was
reached it suddenly went out of sight.
A shudder ran over all those who had gazed upon
the scene, for all felt the truth-the women had been
drowned.
With a sad voice Stone ordered the Sylph to be
brought around so as to pick the man up. But ere
this could be done he had reaphed the uptumed craft .
When they approached to take him off he shouted:
"Go away, black-hearted wretches! You have
caused the death of my wife and daughter, but by
the blue sky above us, I'll_ have your life!"
A week passed by, and then a story became current that Sandy Dill, in a conflict with the revenue
officers, had lost his wife and daughter, and being
left t9 his fate in an inhuman manner, had been
picked up by a portion of his own crew, who at once
discovered that his loss had driven him raving crazy.
And that at least the latter portion of the story
was true was evidenced by the fact of a figure
which at all hours of the night and day might
have been seen wandering up and down the shore,
gazing out over the sea and muttering the most
fearful curses on the heads of those who had caused
his bereavement.
The gang, whose captain he had been, ,deeply
grieved over the loss of so able a leader, and, ever
hostile to the revenue officers, warmly espoused his
cause, and vowed to kill the first one that crossed
their path.
A' month later, during the latter part of a very
dark night, the Sylph ran across the large sloop of
the smugglers, which was heavily freighted with
contraband goods.
Each party recognized the other at the same moment, and in response to Lieutenant Stone'~ demand
to surrender the smugglers yelled out their defiance.
The Sylph being light and easily handled, was run
alongside of the sloop, and four of the officers boarded her; but although they fought nobly in their endeavors to maintain their foothold, they were gradually forced back by superior numbers. A cry attracted Stone's attention and, taking a hasty glance
behind, he saw that several of the smugglers had
boarded his vessel.
"Back!" Stone cried. "We can't cope with them!"
The officers rushed on board the Sylph, the two
vessels parted company, and at the same time there
came a whizzing sound, and the Sylph's jib and
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mainsail ran down. Springing to the mast, Lieutenant Stone made ·the disheartening discovery that the
halyards had been cut.
With quick orders Stone hurried his men about
repairing the damage, but ere they could pick up the
cut ends of the halyards, their enemies had disappeared in the darkness.
At the moment of Stone's order to retreat, Harry
had endeavored to follow the lead he took, but a pair
of strong arms held him as if in a vise until the
vessels had separated, and then bound him securely.
A several hours' uninterrupted sail followed, and
then Harry's feet were unbound, he was compelled
to walk ashore between two men; after reaching the
beach, they went inland for some feet, and ·then in
reply to a shrill, low whistle, a door opened in what
was, to all appearances, solid rock.
Harry found himself in a cave strewn about in all
directions with contraband goods. He was led into
a small room and after being searched and all deadly
weapons taken from him, his bonds were taken off.
As nightfall approached a stir and bustle in the
outer cavern set him to conjecturing whether the
smugglers were bound on another expedition that
night. This he found to be the case, when the leader,
who had taken Sandy Bill's place, entered the room
and ordered that he be rebound.
An oil lamp on the floor near the sentinel, served
to partially dispel the gloom, and by its rays the
wakeful lad kept watch over the guard, who at
length, becoming somnolent, fell in a deep slumber.
With hopes raised by this circum°);tance, Harry
tugged away at the ropes that bound him; but at
last a superhuman exertion was met with success,
for one of the knots slipped. Trembling with suppressed excitement, he slipped the bonds off, and
the·n untied those that confined his feet.
He reached the sentinel's side without disturbing
him, then passed in front of him, then softly crossed
the large cave to the secret door. He sought for
the fastening, but could not find it. The sweat
started from every pore, as standing there he heard
the sleeper move. With nervous touch he ran his
fingers over the door again. Then encountered a
peg-he pressed it, but the door did not open. Again
he heard the sleeper move. He pulled the peg-no
success. A yawn grated upon his ear. He raised
the peg-disappointment again. A startled cry, and
the se:rlbnel, springing to his I feet, broke the unearthly stillness. But one more chance. He pushed
the pt)g down. The door flew open, freedom was
before him, and as the sentinel hurried along the
cave he dashed upon the beach and flung the door
shut.
.
He glanced at the shore and his eyes encountered
a boat lying at the water's edge.
With great bounds he flew toward it, shoved it
into the water, sprang in, seated himself on the
thwarts, and ran out the oars; a few hasty strokes
and he was safe from the sentinel's pursuit.
Ten minutes passed, and he was over a mile from
shore, and then he felt the boat dip suddenly to one

side, and heard a step behind him. Springing to his
feet, he faced the bow of the boat; the sight that
met his gaze froze the blood in his veins, for withi
two feet of where he had been sitting, with a l_ong,
murderous knife in his hand, was Sandy Bill.
"Back!" cried Harry. "Back!" as the maniac
took a step toward him.
"Ha, ha, ha!" .screamed the maniac. "I will not
I shall have revenge, revenge, revenge!"
With a cry he sprang forward.
"Goodness help me!" wailed Harry, who, havin
no weapon, knew that he stood but little chance in
fight with the infuriated maniac.
Pausing a moment, he flung himself head forwar~
upon the madman; his head struck Bill square in th~
stomach --and sent him toppling toward the side o
the boat; in an instant Harry added his weight als
to the depressed side, and with a scream of furlo
disappointment and rage., the maniac went o_ver
board.
With strained eyes Harry gazed at the spot wher
he sank· in a minute the maniac appeared on th
surface. ' Placing the knife between his teeth, h
reached out and grasped the gunwale of th_e boat
an upward pull, and then he threw one leg over th
side; in a moment more he would be upon the la
again.
With nerves strung to their utmost tension, Har
ry, knowing that it was either his life or the ma
niac's, wrenched the oar from between the thol
pins.
He had but a second to act in; whirling the oa:r..
above his head, even as the maniac would have
o-ained a foothold and sprang upon him, he brough
it down on his head with terrific force.
The knife had slipped from between the mad
man's teeth and clattered on the bottom of th
boat; he flu~g up his arms, uttered a "".'ild screan!
of agony, the waters opened, and h_e d1sappeare
never to appear in mortal flesh agam.
Hardly had this tragic scene ended, when "fro~
a vessel which Harry had not befoi·e noticed, s
intent had been his interest iii the fight, he ' •
•
hailed . .
He recognized the voice-it was that of Lieute
ant Stone. He was taken on board, where he r
lated all that had occurred.
They at once saiied to the smuggler's cave, an4
there met those individuals when they returned, an
having force enough took them into custody, th
making Harry's encounter with' the maniac th
means of breaking up a gang that so long hat
defied all their endeavors to unearth them.
•• Two married men were arguing as to what theJ
would do if an opportunity presented itself of di
tinguishing themselves by performing some brav
deed, when one remarked: "Look here, old man, dt
you mean to t ell me you would go through fire fo
your mother-in-law?" -snouid nave :o, dea:r Doy/
replied the "old man," "she is dead!"
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ARTICLES OF All.- KINDS
! Apart from the attention that they would attract,
OUR SERVICE STOPPED BY GERMANY.
Germany has stopped all mail service, both direct I there is no reason why these should not be worn
and indirect, between this country and the United in "town." There is nothing undignified. in the
clog worn by the Lancashire or Yorkshire textile
tates. Telegraph service also has been stopped.
workers, it is pointed oqt, and not a few of the captains of the British textile indqstry have themGOETHALS ASKED TO BUILD CARGO SHIPS. selves worn clogs, and some at least would not be
President Wilson has written a letter to Major- ashamed to wear them again.
The present home demand in Great Britain is so
General Goethals requesting him to take charge of
he plan devised by the Shipping Board to construct great that an order for 100,000 pairs of sabots for
at once a fleet of 1,000 wooden cargo steamships the Belgian government has just had to be declined
o break the German submarine blockade. The by a British clog-making firm, which received an
President lays stress upon the importance of this award for its clog show at a London exhibition.
Ian as a strategic war measure.
That General Goethals will accept the invitation
VATERLAND IS BEYOND REPAIR.
is not doubted. He has just accepted from the
Several officers of the Unite~ States Navy made
State of New Jersey the post of Superintendent of
State Highways, but he is a retired army officer and a visit recently to the German steamships tied µp
at Hoboken to ascertain the exact damage that was
liable to a call from the country for his services.
Within a few days a bill will be presented to done to the machinery of the vessels by their GerCongress authorizing the board to expend several man crews and officers immediately following the
hundred million dollars on the construction of these severing of diplomatic relations between the United
ships. The Shipping Board will point out to Con- States and Germany. They were shown through the
gress that this is a war measure and will mean a ships after considerable grumbling by the German
financial loss to the government. At the termina- officers, who refused to take the American officers
tion of the war the ships would be left on the govern- into some parts of the engine-rooms of several of
ment's hands with little chance to charter them at a the liners.
profit. The entire plan calls for the expenditure
The naval officers were able to see enough to esof $250,000,000.
tablish beyond doubt the work of the German crews
The plan contemplates that the ships shall be in damaging the ships. The Vaterland, the largest
standardized. They will be 250 feet long and of ship afloat at the beginning of rthe war, they found
5,500 tons capacity. Upward of forty large yards had been damaged to such an extent that it is imare prepared to turn them out. It will be utterly probable that she could be repaired and her engines
impossible, it is contended, for the German subma- put in running order in this country. The driving
rines to sink more than a small portion of such a machinery of the big ship has been knocked apart,
fleet.
parts of her cylinders cut away and thrown overboard, and some of her -framework has been destroyed. The naval officers were inclined to believe
JVOODEN SHOES COMING INTO VOGUE.
. In view of the abnormal condition of the leather the vessel had been so weakened that she probably
market not only in our own country but in every would fall to pieces if attempts were made to get
country of the world, it is with much interest that her out of her berth~
The German officers who showed the Americans
we receive the suggestion which has been made in
London for solving the boot supply problem. A through the Vaterland and other vessels are reportnoted clog maker doing a big business has recently ed to have boasted of the damage they had done to
told a representative of the London Evening News the machinery of the ships, and to have expressed
their pride in their work. All the vessels were found
how clogs are coming more and more into vogue.
Hundreds of London school children are now to have been damaged by the destruction of parts
wearing clogs, which cost about three shillings a of the machinery, and particularly the smashing and
pair (about seventy-three cents) and London County cutting away of cylinders.
Council school teachers have been providing clogs
A marine engineer who is understood to have refor ill-shod pupils, who have been paying for them ceived reports of the damage said that the vessels
by weekly instalments o'!: three pence ..
whose cylinders had not been damaged might . be
The price of leather, states a writer in the paper made ready for sea in from one to three month&; l::tut
mentioned, suggests that the city man of the future that the ones in which the Germans had dam
will clatter to business in his clogs. "For country the cylinders would require from six to nine m •
wear one can buy an elegant pair of laced-up clogs at for repairs, if they could be repaired at all i
a quarter of the price of equaiiy efficient boots." country.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
CONVICTS' CHECK FOR $104.
John G. Morrison, superintendent of the Convict
Camp in Boulder Canyon, Colo., has deposited a
check for $104 to the credit of the men. It was
given by a Boulder' tungste:ri buyer and represents
profits to the convicts from tungsten ores picked
up while building a new road from Boulder to
Nederland.
The men already have more than $250 to their
credit from this source. It will be placed on interest and each convict will be given his share upon the
expiration of. his term.
Thfre are thirty men in the camp at the present
time. Work is going on in the heart of the tungsten
belt and each piece of rock is closely examined for
the black metal.
SHE COULDN'T WED.
Miss Georgia Mabel Ransom, of Los Angeles, Cal.,
refused to get married the other day, although the
wedding ring was about to be slipped upon her
finger. She appeared with Axel S. Broughton in
Justice Summerfield's courtroom, and requested the
marriage ceremony be performed.
Justice Summerfield was engaged temporarily.
While the couple were awaiting him, the girl suddenly arose and exclaimed: "I won't do it, that's
all. I simply can't," and rushed out of the courthouse building.
The intended bridegroom, with the marriage license in his hand, rushed after her. They were last
seen walking along Temple street, he pleading and
·she protesting.
U. S. WAR FACTORIES FOR WEST VIRGINIA.
The government's arbor plate and projectile factories, for which Congress appropriated $11,000,000
and $1;700,000, respectively, will beAbuilt at Charleston, W. Va., a location recommenaed by a special
navy board as offering an ideal 'combination of military safety and easy access to manufacturing materials.
In announcing the selection recently, Secretary
Daniels said construction work would begin at once
and would be hurried to completion. He also made
public the report of the board which inspected facilities ·of twenty-nine cities chosen out of more than
one hundred which offered sites. Charleston offered
several acceptable sites free of cost to the government, and one of these will be selected for the factories themselves, while one of the protected gorges
near by will be taken over as a proving field.
The investigating board, headed by Rear Admiral
her, pointed out in its report that most of the
uggested had to be rejected because of geo·cal location, offering inadequate security from

invasion in war time. The report says that the section aoout Pittsburgh, including the Upper Ohio Valley and West Virginia, soon was singled out as the
most suitable.
Of the various districts about Pittsburgh, the report says: "The West Virginia district, from Cumberland,. Md., to Ironton, Ohio, possesses more advantages than any of the others. Within this district Charleston, W. Va., and Cumberland, Md., are
the most favorably located, in the order nan:i.ed.
"The West Virginia district has the great advan1
tage of near access to some of the best coal mining
regions in the United States. Pig iron markets are
not far rep.1oved; oil and natural gas are available;.
water plants may be developed to a certain extent,
although the cheap price of coal makes it possible
for coal-fired power plants to compete with the
,
hydraulic power."
AMERICAN LEAGUE WILL CLOSE IF WAR
DEMANDS.
Ban Johnson, president of the American League,
said recently:
. "Never in the history of the American League
have our clubs been better prepared to start a cham- .
pionship race. Every manager in the league is
supremely confident of the ability of his team to
make a fight for the pennant.
"Recently Manager Connie Mack, of Philadelphia,
informed me he firmly believes his club is capable
of landing in the first division, at least. Mack is
conservative in his predictions, and his enthusiasm
forecasts a race in which every one of our eight
clubs will be battling for championship honors. Last
year seven of the eight clubs made a good fight for
the pennant. It was believed that great race never
could be equalled. Now it seems this season may
see even a greater struggle-a blanket finish, infact.
"War ought not to interrupt our schedule. Every
American League club had an army officer drilling
the players in the training camps this spring, and
that drill will be continued all season. Permission
has been secured from army headquarters to retain
these officers throughout the year, and each club
will be given its full quota of instructions every day.
The fact that the government has consented to permit us to retain these instructors shows how highly
the work is regarded in army circles.
"Military maneuvers will be a feature at all our
opening games, and baseball fans will be surprised
and thrilled to see how much progress the players
have made in the South. These drills also will be
held at all our games 'during the season. Of course,
if the call for all of us comes, the American League
will close itt gates, and all of us will do our best for
our country."
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CARD

TRICK.

You place fl'"e cards in a

Herno,·e

hat.

one of them

and then ask your audience
bow many remain . t;pon examination the remalnlng four
have vanislied. A rnry clever
Price 10c, b.v mail,
trick.
postpa id, with directions.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d Street,
New York City.
MAR \ 'ELOUS J\I EMOBY TRICK .

I

;_;,:II::; :~·,:
:_·_

:~~~

No.J4l Nit-93

No.4S

No.25

"l'bis amusing and in'1 teresting trick is performed \Yitll five cards
containing 100 squares,
COlltain

Which

100

dif~

The
l'erent numbers.
010
11
can instantly
- performer
:_ ~
3%>~ 7:° 2:_
. name a series of six figures at a moment's notke by request of
any spectator. '.rbe most marvelous fete of
m ind-reading ever invented. So easy that
a child could perform the tric·k. Price 10c,
by-mail, postpaid, with directions.

.H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'kl:•n , N. Y.

W ILLARD -JOHNSON
PUZZLE:

PRIZE-FIGH T

Fpur strips of cardboard,
each three inches by one
an(I a balf inches, showing
'
.
\\"illard and ,Tollnson in
postures .
absurd
various
· The solution in the ptfzzle
lies in so arr,rnging tbe
strips that they show 'IYillard in tbc ~omplete picture, t11e beav,•Price, 10c, by mail,
welµ:bt champion.
postpaid. with directions.

k~

FR.AXK S~nTH. 383 Lenox Ave., N, Y .
THREE-CAR D

lllONT.K

Exceedingly m,·stifying . Altbougb the ace, deuce and
trey are shcnYn plain!)", it is
utterly impossible for any
one to pick out tbe a~e. Price,
lOc, by mail, postpaid, with
direct ions .

C. BEHR. 150 W. 62d St., New York City.
TWO - CARD

,,

~JONTE.

'l'bis famous trick gets them
You pir-k up a card and
all.
"·hen :mu look at it ,ou finrt
, you\ haven't got the card you
~ 1 hough! you ha<l.

P1·i<'e lOe, hy- mail. po:-;tpaid.
W OLFF Novelt.v Co. , 168 W . 23d St., N . Y.
CHANG I NG

\

'A

A.

-

,.

CARD.

On<' card is shown. The
performer pa~ses his band
0Yer it and changes the card
from a jack of spades to a
seren of hearts. 'l'be sec on cl
time l1e blows on the earn
and changes it to a queen of
clubs. Qu ite easy to perform.
Price 10c, hy mail, postpa/cl,
,
with directions.

H. ·

J;',

LA:SG, 1815 Centre S't.,
Brook l,Y n, N . Y.

MIKAD O

B L OCK

P UZZLE-

Imported from .Japan.
'.rhis neat little puzzle
consists of six strangf'ly
cut pieces of white wood
unassembled . 'l'be trick
is to so assemble the
blocks as to form a sixpoint cross. Price 12c,
l>y mail, postpaid.

2 to $500 EACH paid for hundreds of
old Coi ns. Keep ALL m on ey dated before 1895 and s en d Ten cents for New
Illustrated Coi n Value Book, size 4x7.
It m a y mean y onr F ortune. CLARKE.

$

COIN Co., Box 95, Le Roy, N. Y.

Bl~h!IAg!nltt Wanted

H . F . LANG, 1815 Cen tre St. , B 'kly o, N. Y .

the new Rancer"'Motorb lke''com-):
plet ely equipped with electric U11bt

JAPANESE BANK PUZZLE.

k~ie~:130:~~! ia::c1
!~!~~~~br~
ant i-skid t ires.Choice of 44 other
~r!:~ifi:!.°!!,1!!1f1:!z:; irc:~;::~Jt~:f. S~ni?o~
an~~LJ"o\'!f,f
free catalog and particulars of our

Built up of a large
n u mber of grooved
Ver y
pieces of wood.
clifficult to tal<e apart,
put
to
difficult
and very
together. It can be so
a
make
to
as
clissetted
bank of it and "·ben redefy
"·ould
assembled
tl1e most ini,:enlous bank
burglar ou tsicle of prisou. Price 'soc, by
mail. postpaid.

0

~

Fq,ctory•direot-t o•Bider marvelous
,
ers and t erms.
LamP'!, Horne, Wheels, ·
Sundries, and l)arta for
a ll bicycles-at half usual prices.

TiIRES

SEND NO MONEY bot tell us
ex actly what you need. Do not buy until you
aret our priced, terms and the big FREE catalolf.

PltANK, SMITH, 383 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

~OMPANY
Dept.ff tss~HICAG
M EA D CYCLE
HABIT
V
-.ftBACCQ

THE TAN T ALI ZER PUZZLE.

Consists of one borizontal and one perpendic~lar pieC'e or highly polished metal bent in sucb
a manner that wben as,
sembled it seems utterly impos~ihle to get
them apart, but b,r following the cl!rections
it is very easily accomplisbed . This one is
a brain twister. Price lOc, br mail post'
·
paid, with directions.

l

Conqner It happll:,
1n 8 · dayl( a.,,prnvt

rolona lite. H oid atomacb trou1tle
..r oar hea.lth.,
nervousness. fotl.r breath, bear l diseu e. Regai n m ~n l J
v l,ro:r, calm n er.-es, cleareyea a-nd t uperlor mental strength
Whether you chew: or smoke pipe, ctaarettes, ctgara , Get ln
terestln,: TobRCOO Book. Worth its weight In &Old. Malle d free

E. J. WOODS,

228 T, Station E, New York, N. Y

C. B EHR, 150 W . 62d SL, Ne w York City,
T H E L UNG T ES T ER.

T HE QUESTI ON PUZZLE.

Two links in the form
of g uestion marks, fastened tog-etber at the top.
'l'be ohject is to· disen<rage one liuk from the
,>ther. It cannol he done
clirections.
tbe
,ntbout
st
paid, with directi~,;'!:c lOc, by mail, po -

We have here one o:t
the greatest Jitle novelties ever produced_
wit~ tbis instrumen t
absolutely
can
.von
test the strength of
rour lungs. It has an
i ndicator which clear ly shows you tbe n u m ber of pounds yo u can
Lots of f un
blow .
l ungs.
your
testing
Get one and see w h a t
a good bl ower yo u a r e .
Price 15c, b y m a il,

c-

I

W O LFF Nornlt.,- Co., 168 W. 23d St. , N . Y,
DE \' IL'S LOCK PUZZLE.

Without exception, this
is the bar/lest one of all.
And .n't, if you have postpaid.
tile clirec·tions yon can
c. BEHR, 150 w. 62d st., ' New Y ork City.
It
,·er,v easily clo · it.
sists of a ring passed
THE RUBBER DAGGER.
through two links on
'l'he shank s of
On account of the ,.,.ar we have
shafts.
t besubstituted this novelty for
tbls puzzle are alwars
Get one
:Magic Dagger. It is eight inches in
in the war.
.
length, made to look exactly like a
and learn bow to take the ring off. Price
steel weapon and would deceive al 15c, by mail, postpaid, with directions.
most anybody at whom you might
H . J<' . LANG, 1815 Centre St. , Jl'klyn, N . Y.
thrust it. But. as the blade is made
of rubber, It can do no in j ury.
THE WAR FOUNTAI N PEl'i.
Price 15c, by mail, postpaid.
A very handsome fountain pen case
H . F . LA.NG, 1815 Cent re Street ,
to ""bicb is attacher! a pocket bolder
B rookly n, New Y ork.
neatly made of meta l and bigbly
nickel-plated . ,vhen )'Our friend desires the U8e of ,-our pen an(! gets it.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN' S CIGAR E TTE.
he is Yery much Hstonishecl "-ben be
The simplest trick o ut.
r,•moves the cap by the sudden and
All you have to do i s to
loud noise of tbe explosion that ocget tbe cigarette into
curs, and J"Ct a lit tie pa per cap does
Charlie's mou th. Ab, h a !
postpaid.
mail,
by
35c,
Price,
it all.
But can you do it? We
.A:uyhow, you
doubt it.
SMITH, 383 Lenox A ,·e., N. Y .
might try. It's a safe bet
your friends can't wor k
Tbe trick is a s tait.
THE KAZO O.
tionary bead and a loose
cigarette i n a metal box
m!{t~!. in ,tbiiuEt'f~!~ sl~afn'i1i!1 a
all. Price 12c, by mail,
instrument rou can g i>-e a bride regret it, that's If you don't get one yo u 'll
Hnd groom one of the finest se1"1,>n- with a glass top.
ades they ever received. Or, if you
SMIT H, 383 L e nox A ve.: N. Y.
,Yish to use it as a ventriloquist ,
.rou 'l>ill so completely change your
not
will
voice that your best frien d
.JITNEY ' B US GAME.
recognize it. ' Price, 12c, by mail,
A circular metal b,;,~
postpaid.
witb a glass top . InWO LFF N ove l ty Co., 168 W, 23d S t., N. Y.
sid e is a ti ny garage
fixed at one side an d a
little
traveling
loose
J\I AGIC LOINl{ P UZZ~E~umb er of
Ford. It r equires an exswiftly
tbe
get
o
t
pert
T b e
, . r i n g s.
movin g auto into t he
scheme i s , t o
ga r age. T h is one grabs
link them toyou r in terest, b olds it,
gether just exand al m ost makes yo u
actly the same way magicians link their
u find after repeated t rials
hoops. It looks dead easy. But we defy w il d wheni t yo
is to do t h e trick . P r ice 12c,
an,vhody to do it u n less they kuon: the how l1ard postpai
d.
by mail,
secret. P r ice 10c, by mail, postpaid.

MB~

Nl'.T AND BOLT PUZZLE.
A very ingenious

puz:,le,
consisting of a nut and
1'"itb a ring fastened
( ) bolt the
shank, which canon
not he removed un le ·s the
is bow to requestion
The
remo'"ed.
is
nu t
m ove the nut. Price, 15c, by mail, postpaid.
F R ANK

S~IlT H . 383 Lenox Ave.. N . Y .

FL<~T-TNG CIGARETTE B O X.

~

It looks like a box of
Bet,Yeen the Acts cigarettes, but "·beo you

open it a sprin~ sends
tbe' contents of the llox
flying up in tbe alr.

i\fore fun than a cirC'n!=: .
niai1,
by
15c,
Price.

pos1 paid.

•

WO LFF N O VELTY · co .,
168 W, 23 d St., N , Y .

po:ii'!~K

CDO

WOLFF No velt y (lo,, 168 W. i3d St., N. Y.

WOLFF No velty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N, Y.

L:a-fX Till, LDm: PUZZL:1!:.
The sensation ot the day.
Pron ounced by all, the moat

I

baffling and scienttflc novelty \
out. Thousands h&.ve worked 1
at it tor hours wltheut mas~ ·
terfng it, still It can be done in two aecond1
by giving the links the proper twist, but unless you know how, the harder you twist them
the tighter they grow. Price, 6c.; S !or l~c.;
o ne dozen, 50c .• by mail, postpaid.
l'BANK SlllTH, S83 Lenox Ave., N. Y.

I!

THE JOKE SPIKE.

GREAT BURGLAR PUZZLE,

The latest and
most fascinating
puzzle ever plucell
o n t h e mnrket.
Patented llay 30.
It consists of four
revolving di a Is,
each dial containlug 16 figures, G4
flgures lo all. To
open the safe these
dials m u s t
be
turned around until the figures lo
each of the 16 co lumns added togetLer total 40. The puzzle ls made on the
plan of the combination loc k on the large
iruu s·ifes tllat open on a com blnutlon of
t.gures'. Penons have lJeen known to sit
up all uigbt, su lutc,ested !Jave they become 1rying to get each colu1!'u to tot~! 40,
In this rascmstlng puzzle. With the prrnted
key which we send with each puzzle the tlgures can be set In a few minutes so as to
total 40 in each column.
Price 15 cents; malled, postpaid.

'.l.'bls joke spike Is ao ordinary
Iron spike ur very Jorge nail, .t he
same as Is found In ony carp~nter's 1
nail box. At the small end Is a
swall steel needle, ½ Inch In 1
length. firmly set In spike. Tak e. !
your friend's bat or cont nn<l han g i
it on tile wall by driving ( with 11 1
lrnmmer) tile spike tbrou;;ti it into
the wull; tbe needle In spike wlil
not Injure the bat or garment,
ueltber will It sllow on wall or wood where
It bas been driven: 'l.'be deception is perfect as the ·spike appears to have been
drh:en half-way thruugh tbe llat or coat,
H.
which can be left llangiug on tile wall.
Price, 10 cents, or 3 for 25 cents; lly mall,
postpaid.
C. BEHR, 150 W. 62d Street, N. Y.

I

i;·, LANG, 1815 Centre St,. B'klyn, N. Y.

TACKS.

'l'lley cowe six In a box.
A wvnderful Imitation or
the real tack.
!llad~ or
rublier. The box In which
they come Is tile ordinary
tack box. 'l'hls !s a great
parlor entertainer and you
can play a lot of tricks
with the tacks. Place them
In the palm of your hand,
point upward. 'l.' hen slap
the other hand over the tacks aud It will
seem as if you are committing suicide. Or
you can show the tacks and then put them
ln your mouth and chew them, making uelieve you have swallowed tbem. Your friends
will think you are a magician. Then, again,
you can exhibit the tacks and then quickly
push one In your cheek or somebody else's
cheek aud they will shriek with fear. Absolutely -harmless and a very practical and
funny joke. Price, by mall, l0c. a box of
six tacks ; S for 25c.
WOLF Novelty Co., 168 W. 23d St., N. Y.

t:JCU tan

0
,

~

'-='

luUiau, u Jul)au~::;~ girl.

a

clown, l•'oxy Urandpa, au h:u1rllsb
J ohnuy Atkins and an Automol>ilist. Beau titu lly lithogrn phell
In handsome culors on a durable
quality of cariiuoard. '!'hey have
eyeboles null string perforutlous.
Price, tic. euch, or the full set of
7 for 25<' .. rnstpald.

C. BEHR, USO W. 62d St., Ne,.,. York City.

SNAPPER ClGAlt.

The real thing for the c!gar grafter. It
you smoke you must have met blm . He
sees a few choice cigars in your pocket
and wakes no boues al>oul asking yuu tor
one. You are all prepared tor lllw tuts
time. llow '! Take one or these cigars snappers (wlllch Is so much like a real cl;:ar
you are Hallie to smoke It yourself by mistake). Bend the spring back towards tbe
lighted end, aud as you oiler the cigar lei
go the spring and the victim gets a sbnrp,
stinging snap on the lingers. A sure cure
for grafters. Price t,y mail, ten cents
each, or three for 25c.
C. BEHR, 150 62d St., New York City,

LUCKY
lHJUBElt

HALF MASKS.

False-faces
lJeal.en a mile!
There are 7 In ll o'l!t and repre-

PENNY

POCKET

PIECE.

GOOD LUCK GUN FOB:

This handsome pocket
The real western articie
piece is wade or alUw in um, rescwliling
carried by the cowboys. lt
sowewhat In size 1111d
is made of fine leather.
appearance a
silver
with a highly nickeled
dollnr. In tile center
of the pocket piece Is
buckle. The holster cona new one-cent U. S.
tains a metal gun, of the
coin, inserted in such
same pattern as those used
a wav that it cannot
be removed.
by all the most famous
(U. S.
laws p rev en t our
scouts. Any boy wearing
showing tills coin In
one of these fobs will atour engraving). On one side of the pocket
tract attention.
lt will
piece are tbe words, "Lucky penny pocket
piece· I bring good 1uck," and Lile design
give him an air of western
of a borseshoe. On the opposite side, "l am
romance.
The prettiest
your ma scot ," "Keep we and nes-er go
and most serviceable watch
broke," and two sprigs of four -leafed clover.
These handsome pocket pieces are belle,,ed
fob ever made. Send for
by many to he ha rhlngers of good luck.
one to-day. l'rice 20 cents
Price 12 cents; 3 for 30 ceuts; l>y mall,
each by mail postpaiq.
postpaid.
H. F. LANG, 1815 Centre St., B'klyn, 'N. l', H. F, LANG, 1811! Centre St., B'klyn, N. Y.

READ THIS ONE!

"Movine Picture Stories"
A WEEKLY MAGAZINE DE.VOTED TO PHOTOPLA YS AND PLAYERS

PRICE 6c PER COPY
-al
.....
PRICE 6c PER COPY
THE BEST FILM MAGAZINE ON EARTH
BUY A COPY!
ENJOY YOURSELF!
Magnificent Colored Cover Portraits of Prominent Performers!
32 PAGES OF READING
OUT EVERY FRIDA y
EACH NUMBER CONTAINS
New Portraits and Biographies of Actots and Actresses
Six Stories of the Best Films on the Screens
Elegant Half-tone Scenes from the Plays
Interesting Articles About Prominent People in the Films
Doings of Actors and Actresses in the Studios and while Picture-making
Lessons in Scenario Writing, and names of Companies who buy your plays
Poems, Jokes, and every bright Feature of Interest in Making Moving Pictures
THIS LITTLE MAGAZINE GIVES YOU MORE FOR YOUR MONEY THAN ANY OTHER SIMILAR PUBLICATION ON THE MARKET I
Its authors are the very best that money can procure; its profuse illustrations are exquisite, a:_d its ::;pc?cial articles are by the greatest experts in their particular line.
•
No amount of money is being spared' to make this publication the very best of its kind in the world.
Buy a copy NOW from your newsdealer, or send us 6 cents in money or postage-stamps, and we will mail you
any number you desire

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, 166 West ~3d Street, New York City

WILD WEST WEEKLY
-LATESTISSUES-

m

Youug Wild West :ind the Hrandeo Hand: or. The 8conr••
ot lllr.eleton Skit.
HO Young Wlld West'• Double Danll.'er: or. The 81,rn ef Be
Secret SeTen.
Hl Young Wild West and the Renegade Rustlers: or. Sa,,ed b7
the Sorrel Stallion.
H2 Young Wild West's Fandango; or. Arletta Among the MeII ·
cans.
H3 Young Wlld West and the Double Deuce: or. The Domino
Gang ot DenTer
T« Young Wild West on the Prairie; or. The 'l'rall That Had Ne
End.
7'6 Young Wild West and "Missouri Mike"; or. The Worst Man
in Wyoming.
746 Young Wild West at the Golden Gate: or. A Buslnesa Trip te
Frisco.
747 Young Wlld West and the Redskin Raldera: or, Arletta'•
Leap For Lite.
748 Young Wlld West's Cowboy Circus; or, l'un at the Hlnlns ,
Camps.
For sale by all newsdealers, or w111 be sent to any addren on
receipt. ot price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamp1.
NOTICE-The following numbers PRICE SIX CENTS.
749 Young Wlld West At Pike's l'eall:; or. Arietta's lltrange Dla·
appearance.

750 Young Wlld West's Six Shots, and the Change They Made J
Dead Man's Mark.
'111 Young W1Jd West At the Little Big Horn; or, The Last Stan
of the Cavalry.
7112 Young Wlld West's Big Bluff; or, Playing A Lone Hand ... ,
7113 Young Wild West At Bowle Bend; or, The Ban ot the Banu;
Rand.
7M Young Wlld W ('St's Ton ot Gold ; or, The Accident to ArtettA
755 Young Wild West's -Green Corn Dance; or, A Lively TIDI
Wltll the Pawnees.
_
756 Young Wild West and the Cowboy King; or, Taming a Te:s:1

"Terror.

0

·

717 Young WU4 We1t's Pocket of Gold; or, Arletta'• Great D11
COTer:,.
'118 Young WUd Weat and "Shawnee Sam"; or, The Hall-Breed
Treachery.
'111 Young Wtld West's Covered Trail; or, Arletta and tll
ATalanche.
7IO Young Wlld West and the. Diamond Dagger; or. The Me:r::
can Glrl'tt ReTeµge.

168 West 23d St., N. 1

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

IF YOU WANT ANY BAC~ NUMBERS

of our weeklies and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Write out and SI
in :v;our Order and l!end it to UI! with the price of the weekliea you want and we will send them to you by return mai

P~TAGE STAMPS TAK.EN THE SAME AS MONEY.
FR'ANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
-

OUR T-. EN•C

...

NT 'HAND BOO KS

No. '8. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELEC•
No, CO. HOW TO BJIICOKB ~ PHOTOGTRICITY.-A description ot the wonderful :aAPHER.-Contalnln&' u1ef•l information
uses ot electricity and ele~tro magnetism; to- regarding the Camera and bow to work it;,
sether with full instrul!tlona tor making alao how to make Photographic Magic Lan.Electric Toys Batteries, etc. By George tern Slides and other Transparencies. HandTrebel, A,M., M.D. Containing over 11tty 11- 1omely illustrated.
l'llstrat1ons.
No. 412. HOW TO BECOHI!: A WEST
No. · 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND POINT MILITARY CADET.-Explalns bow
DBI.VE A HORSE.-A complete treatise on to galn admittance, course or Study. Exam!the horse. Describing the most useful horses natlona._Dutle~1 lltatr of Officers, Post Guard,
liar business, the best horses tor the road; Police .ttegulauon1, l'lre Department, ~d all
a}ao -valuable reclpca fo;: diseases peculiar ~ a boy should, .know to be & cadet. By L•
the horse.
Senarens,
'.No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL
No. 63. ROW TO BECOME A NATAL
OANOES.-A handy book for boys, contain- CADET.-Complete instructions of bow to
Ing tuli directions tor constructlnf canoes gain admission to the Annapolis Naval Acadand the ·mOllt popular manner o sailing emy. Also containing the course of lnstructhem. F Uy Ulustrated .
tlon, description of grounds and buildings,
No.-*, BOW TO DEBATE.-Glvlng- ruleo historical sketch, and everything a boy
for co~lictlng,debates• .outilnes tor debates, 1hould know to become an officer In tu
qllfStloJ¥! tor discussion, and the best United States Navy. By Lu Senarens.
-t<>r J;U'OCUring information on the
No. 64. HOW TO MA.KE ELECTRICAL
1~~ ·
·
MACBINES.-Contalnlng toll directions tor
:JI.OW TO STUFJ!' BIRDS AND making electrical machlnee, Induction coils,
L1!.1<1tluuble book, giving lnstruc- dynamos, and many noTel toys to be worked
~ting, preparing, mounting and by electricity, BJ R. A. R. Bennet. :Folly
Qi"ltJ,rds, animnu1 and insects.
Illustrated.
·
, JJ9W TO J>O TRICKS WITH
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-The moat
C,.&&D'8.~ l n l n g explanations of the original joke book ever published, and It Is
4
-n e.~
-I p...._~
A
""'1
ht -ot • band ap pll• brimful of wit and humor. - it contains a
-~
.."',
NI v,
1! Ng
able te ca
tricks; 1Jf. card tricks with large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums,
~rdtnary car4s, and not requiring sleight- etc., ot Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, :jiu• ~-hand; o( trlcktl tnv~vlng elelghb,of-hand, morlst, and practical joker or the day,
• ·. he nae of ape<ia111i: prepared cai:d . ll·
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Conlnllfr'"'ted.
•
w,,
talning over three hundred Interesting puzNo. h' - IJO-WV TO PLAY CARDS,-Oivhl.,r ales and conundrum&, with key to aame. A
the rnllB .11n'1 full dli,e.ctlons tor pl9\Y.jng complete book. Fully 1llustrated.
Euchre,
Cl ibhage,
Casino,
Forty-Five,
No. 67.
HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL
nee, Pedr
Draw Poker, Auction TRICKS.-Containlng a large collection of
Pitc
1 OU:fll, ~n
fl
Y other popular lnatru_c ttve and highly amusing electrical
•am
of cards.
tricks, together with illustrations. By A.
Noi 53. r.,ow TO W-RtTE LETTERS.-A Anderson.
won,terfnl lit fle book.;, felling you how to
No. 68 .
ROW TO DO CHEMICAL
wrltq to your sweetheart. your tntber, moth- TRICKS.-Contalnlng over one hundred
er, ldster, •J.a-other, employer; and, in tact, highly amusing and instructive trlcks with
eTerybo~7 .(n_!l lllS]bDd'.Y you wish to write chemicals. By A . .Anderson. Handsomely
to.
•
•
mustrated.
No. 54. R-OW TO KEEP AND U.\N.\GE
No. 69 • HOW TO DO SLEIGHTuOFPETS Glvfp'- omplet I f
atl
to
.· -:
•
e n orm on .... ·
I RAND,-Contalnin,: onr llfty of the I test
the manner and method of rajslng, keeplnit,
· d b t trl k 8
d b
11
Al 80
es
c
use
Y mag c ans.
taml,'ng, bree/Ung, aud man,iglng all kinds an
of ,· llf!tll; also glvfng Ill.It instructions f,;r- con.t alniog the eecret of second eight. Fully
t
Jliak'lqg cag~P, etc,
Fully e:xpklined by 11li1S rated.
tw-elltt'!:elght IUu~tratlons.
No. ?O. HOW TO MAKE MAGIC TOYS.:if5. HOW TO COLLECT STA111PS Containing full directions tor making Magic
AN:O~INS.-Coptainlng valutlble informs-_ Toys and devices of many kinds. Fully iltloi:Jt ...,.rding the collectlng ~d arranging lustrnted.
of htam1>11 and coins. Handsomely Illus- ' No. n. ROW TO DO . MECHANICAL
trated.
.
TRICKS.-Contalnlng complete Illustrations
'No, 56.
HOW TO ~ECO!IJE AN EN~ tor performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
OINEEB.-Contalnlng toll lnstructlons how Fully Illustrated.
become a locomotive i;ngineer; also dlrecN<>. ?2. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS
dons tor building a model locomotive; to- WITH CARDS.-Embraclng all o! the latest
rether with a. toll description o:f everything and most deceptive card tricks, with · musan engineer 1bould know.
tratlons.
J'or sale by all newsdealers. or will be 1ent to any address on receipt of · prtce, 10c. per copy,

e

:k•..

.

RANK TOUSEY, Publisher,

.,

,
168 West 23d St., N. 1

No. ?S. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITJ
NlJllfBERS.-Showlng many · curious trick
with figures
d the magic of nnabers. B
A. A erso
ully mustrated .
:24.
w TO WRITE LETT.ER
CO
TJ;
Containing full hlstructlot
tor writing lette'rs on almost any subjed
also roles t6r punctuation an4 composlt101
with specimen letters.
·
No. 15. HOW TO BECOME A CONJURE]
-Contalnin&' trieks with Dominoes, Di,
Copa and Balle,> Hats, et.c.
Embracin
thirty-six 1llustraUom1> - By A. Anderson.
N•. ?6. HOW TO TELL :f:OBTUNES B
THE BAND.-Containing ritles tor telliII
fortune• by the aid or llns.e of the hand, 1
the secret of . palmistry. ,~so tile secret ,
telling future events by a1a of •oles, mark
1cara, etc. Illustrated.
No. ??. HOW TO DO FORTY TRIO~
WITH CARDS.-Contalnlng deceptive Cai
Tricks as performed by leadl•g conjurej
and magicians. Arranged tor lleme amus
ment. Fully Illustrated.
\I!
No. ?8. HOW TO DO THE BLACK AB'
-Containing a complete descrlJtlon of ti
mysteries of Magic and Sleight-of-hand, ti
gether \vlth man,y wonderful experlmenl
By A. Anderson.
Illustrated.
No. ~9. BOW TO BECOME ..... ACTOI
•
4-''
-Containing
complete iustructlons
howg!
k
t
i
h
t
th t
ma e up or var ous c :irac ers 9 "
es It ·
togeth er with tbe duties of thP. Staire Ma;
~er, Prompter, Scenic Artist and Prov.er
80. GUS WILLIAl\lS' JOKE nool;:'
Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes /_81
tunny etorles ot this world-renowned "G
man comedian. Sixty-tour pages; hand so
colored cover, containing a half-tone ph
ot the author.
'
No. 81. BOW TO l\lESMERIZE.-Contal
Ing the most approved method of mesm~
Ism; animal magnetism, oi:,_ magnetic
Ing. By Prof. Leo Hugo .ll.och, A,
thor of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALI\IISTR .-C
talnlng the most approved methods of re
Ing the lines on the hand. together wit~
full explanation of their meaning. Also ~
plaining phrenology, and the key of tellll
characters by the bumps on the head .
Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S. Fully lllustrate
• No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.--,Conta
Ing valuable and Instructive information
gardlng the science of hypnotism . .Also
plaining the most approved methods w
are employed by the leading hypnotists
the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
No. 8'. ROW TO BECOME AN AUTH
-Containing information regarding cbo
ot subjects, the use of words and i.he ma
ner of preparing and submitting me.it
scripts. Also containing valuable lnfortll
tlon as to the neatness, lerlblllty and gt
eral composition ot manuscripts.
1
or 3 tor ~c., In money or postage stamps,

~1!;.

l

168 West 23d St., N •

